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JUNE

Fire alarm. 

Matthew’s grip on the hydrochloric acid slackened. The test tube was still in hand, but 

had it wavered? Did any spill? His index finger was tingling, perhaps. Matthew re-weighed the 

vial as shame cheered on paranoia. On occasions when his dexterity failed him, Matthew would 

often hypothesize that God’s doling out of assets was a zero sum game. Perhaps the intellect he 

had been granted equaled the amount of coordination withheld: this was the ointment he applied 

after his appraisal of personal attributes, that hourly habit of all adolescents, a group to which 

Matthew belonged not just in age but in development—assuming one subscribes to the idea that 

childhood ends when a youth accepts the gospel: life is not fair. This particular conclusion 

Matthew had not quite reached, despite his brilliance. But he was in good company. Many men, 

gay or straight, manage to skirt the taste of life’s bitters well into adulthood and, sometimes, 

though rarely, right up until they reach that final inequity that will not be denied. 

But life was kind to Matthew today. The scale’s display matched his lab notes: .41 grams. 
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The test tube had held its chemical. "Ohthankgod," he said. He hadn’t fumbled and burned off 

his fingers! Perhaps he oughtn’t yet rule out dream jobs that required the handling of delicacies

—surgeon, lab researcher, chef, fluffer. 

Answering the classroom alarm’s continued nag, a fire truck blasted a low horn outside. 

His Orgo professor side-walked like a crab to the exit, blocking her students from fleeing. "Class, 

keep calm. Carefully, you may …" (meaning "must" by her tone) "…dispose of the chemicals 

you've mixed so far. Happens like clockwork the week before graduation. Hooligans pulling the 

alarm. Everything's going to be fine," she said, running her palm over her silvery hair. Perhaps 

she’d revive this maternal performance when Matthew broke the awful news he had in store for 

her.

As Matthew diluted his solutions, it occurred to him that the coincidence of the alarm 

going off the second he had wrapped his fingers around the test tube felt like a sign. It was as if 

the acid itself was either validating or contradicting the ginormous life decision he had made this 

afternoon—he wasn’t sure which. (He was often in an imagined dialogue with inanimate objects

—like a Disney cartoon—to make his loneliness chewable.) 

"Now, just in case this is not a false alarm," his professor said, "We’ll gather outside at 

the northeast end of the building. And then, well, my fellow scientists, we will do what we do—

begin again from scratch when we are allowed back in to continue our work." People were 

clicking their tongue and groaning and gesticulating like jerked puppets. With four days left of 

the school year, any piddling social event—improv festival, beer pong championship, Grey's 

Anatomy dorm-lounge pot-luck pajama-party—perhaps bore the value of a sacred rite now to the 

Class of 2012, Matthew supposed. He wouldn’t know—he lived at home. Matthew had started 
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Northwestern young—at 15. He had turned 18 just before Senior Fall, but his mom had bought 

his presence at home for one more year by offering to pay him directly the money she would 

have spent on campus housing. He would be using this nest egg to get settled in Cali. Between 

being curfewed and not out to his mom, his social life was sporadic at best. It took time to 

recover from the first guy—too needy, the sex too painful. Boys his age were locked up in high 

schools, and when his college crushes heard his unchanged voice that was that. Trysts popped up 

infrequently but enough. A make-out in the stacks, a quickie in the comic book store with the 

middle-age owner, topping for the first time behind the trees in the skate park. An honest-to-God 

relationship with a college junior from Oregon on the tennis team got bungled when Matthew 

wouldn’t say why he couldn’t invite him over for Thanksgiving. By the time Matthew finally 

turned 18 and his voice changed, getting valedictorian was a possibility, so he had spent this year 

working towards that kind of thrill. 

Outside the science building and down a ways, Matthew found a park bench. His 

classmates looked like happy ants under the flood lights. He read Paradise Lost off his phone. 

Two pages from the end, he looked up and ran—his classmates were back in the building 

already. 

No alarm rang when Matthew handled the acid again for the lab’s do-over. 11:22 p.m. 

Matthew walked out of the hall ahead of a clump of classmates. He hopped high enough to 

celebrate his last undergraduate lab, low enough to not look like a total dork. Outside, an 

unseasonable wind pimpled his neck and jolted him with adrenaline or nostalgia. He was about 

to wave goodbye to his friend Monique when a horrible kindness hollered at him from across the 

street.
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"Matthew? Ride home?" 

He turned. Hazards flashed. His chemistry professor's head turtled out of her Prius. 

"No, thank you," he said. 

"I'm not taking 'no' for an answer. Get in," she said plainly, opening her car door. 

"Really, I'm good," Matthew said, but she approached in her knee-length leather coat and 

sneakers. She took the bag off his back and aimed her keys at her car. It chirped and the trunk 

sprang open. She seemed to consider all the prospective bag placements. Matthew wondered 

what role his bag was playing in the cosmology of her trunk. She selected he upper right 

quadrant and now, with the universe’s equilibrium restored, opened the passenger door for him. 

Truck stop coffee and Lysol—the Prius smelled nice. Matthew stabbed his seatbelt in on 

the fourth try. (Typical.) He touched the outside of his khakis pocket, Good—his inhaler was not 

his backpack. Please God, he thought, don’t let her ask about Harvard.

"Off we go," she said as they sped down Glenview. Looking through the window, 

Matthew could see high cheekbones, a thin nose, feather-light hair, jumbo ears—his reflection 

taking on the green of the neon beer sign, the dirty white of a streetlamp, the red spilt from a 

stoplight. And no freckles to be seen. No baggy eyes. Life was wonderful. 

"Put your address into the GPS," was his professor’s next edict. 

A sound like fingernails on wood clicked as he tapped the console above a temperature-

control panel with two buttons glowing artichoke-green. "22 Castleview Terrace"—Matthew 

checked his address three times before clicking return. The prodigy got nothing wrong in any 

realm—Poe paper, logarithmic differentiation exam, recitation of an Apollinaire poem. Still, a 

few weeks ago, when rifling through his wallet for his credit card for 23 seconds at Hawker 
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Tom's, it occurred to him, looking at the long crinkled "m" made by his cashier's brow, that 

perhaps his ungraded skills needed some TLC—incidental skills like upping his ultimate frisbee 

catch ratio, acting like he knew what an Avenger was, getting more likes on his Angela Lansbury 

Forever site, and, well, learning how to drive. 

Two cars screamed past, drag racing in the opposite direction of the two lane road. 

Matthew twisted around to see a yellow Mustang and a blue something neck and neck—the 

Mustang straddling the double-yellow lines. His professor asked how his mom was doing, 

having met her a few days ago at the science awards ceremony. Her thumb tracing the rim of her 

wine glass, the professor had complemented his mom’s hair, saying that it glowed like orange 

cremone. Perhaps with the axe to grind of her having hit on his mom, Matthew heard, "Promise 

not to be mad?" coming out of his mouth. No, he was not going to tell her. He was not telling her. 

He had told her: he’d be interning in a Michelin-starred kitchen in SF. He had turned down a 

Ph.D. in Chemistry at Harvard for a laboratory of the epicurean variety. 

There they were at one of those intersections where you couldn’t go straight. "Turn 

right," said the GPS, terse. She obeyed and said, "You deferred, of course?" 

Matthew’s answer curled up like an eyelash: "I told them 'No?'" He couldn’t spare the 

money for a deferment deposit. He would be interning for next to nothing so he had to be frugal 

with his modest little nest egg.

"Stupid," she said, "I mean, sorry, I mean the traffic tonight is—Matthew, I don't know 

what to say. Yes, I do. You’re making a big mistake. But you know what? Oh, Matthew. I’m not 

paid enough to tell you how to live your life. Never mind. Never mind. Never mind that I went 

out on a limb at my alma mater to get you a seat. Not driven enough—that’s what Dean Moravec 
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said and I guess he was right. Guess he was right. That’s all I’m going to say. Except one day 

you’ll see yourself doing something and go, yes, this is what I was meant to do. And then you’ll 

get super bored really fast, but that’s another story. Point is, it might be next year, it might be 

when you’re 60, but trust me: you do not want to deny yourself that moment by taking the easy 

road. The easy road and the hard one are both long-distance so you may as well pick the less 

boring way. That’s all. That’s all. That’s all. Sermon over." But it wasn’t. It carried on in the 

purse of her lips, the extended fingers on the car wheel, and a breath held at seconds at time, as if 

doing the butterfly stroke.

"I’m so unhappy," he said suddenly. Heathernut Park inched by and Matthew clocked a 

man in jogging gear talking to a woman who was staring at her chihuahua who was staring at 

Matthew. "The thing about going to San Francisco—" The saint’s name log-jammed him. Just 

saying the city was as close as he could bring himself to coming out. But a lesbian would get 

what he was going to SF to do. Still, he couldn’t say it. What a kick in the nuts. How did people 

do it? How did people go from being normal one day to abnormal the next? He thought of the 

crossopterygian lung fish, an ancient creature fitted with a system of lungs and gills, able to 

extract oxygen from air or water. He could, of course, say "gay" or "queer," but inside he would 

feel like a freak, using gills when he had a perfectly normal set of lungs. Yes, he needed help. 

Yes, dammit—he was right to have accepted an internship in the Bay Area: if he couldn’t 

crowbar himself out of the closet, he could move to a place where you were deemed fabulous 

until proven straight. 

The Shakespeare Garden, comic book store, and noodle parlor blurred past. Focusing on 

food rather than his identity, Matthew sang the wrong words to the right melody: "I don’t know, I 
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just like restaurants, like the Evanston Farmhouse where my mom and I get rib-eyes on Sundays, 

or the brewskis at Whisky Thief, or deep-dish while studying at Giodarno’s."

She revved into an open lane after looking in the mirrors for a new topic of conversation. 

"Matthew McCutcheon, whatever you choose to do just—take the ferry. The endoplasmic 

reticulum conference was in San Fran a few years ago, and I had a free afternoon and on a whim

—you know, I don't know why, truly, I don't know why—I took this ferry to Tiberon. Uh. 

Glorious. The air, the air. Boats—like little dots of liquid paper, and then this white fog creeps in 

under the Golden Gate Bridge and swept through us at the dock and something gathered up in 

the back of my head, and I said—I think I said it without knowing I was saying it: 'My partner 

and my best friend are having an affair.' And Matthew McCucheon—I was right." 

On WUSC a soprano floated down to the terrestrial. Old and gay and alone, Matthew 

thought. He would have much preferred the derelict behavior on the midnight pimp-and-pimple 

bus to hearing this story, he thought. Or to have been able to say goodbye to Monique or anyone 

from class. 

The Prius clicked to a loud silence. "Nice night," he said. No reply. If she were more 

Methodist, she might say, What inspired you to go into the restaurant industry? Well, why not. 

He pretended she had given him that exact prompt and said, "After my grandparents died, my 

mom got back into gourmet cooking. My Granddad was a famous chef in the '80s—well, PBS-

famous."

The GPS interrupted: "Right on Sandcastle Lane." 

"She'd cook me these amazing dishes like Duck Pâté en Croûte, and when she had to 

work, I would give it a try. I’m still not good, but—"
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"Left on Pelican Place."

"—with professional guidance, that’ll change. My mom knows the chief chef at Chez 

Tonton and he was trained by my grandpa, so she got my an internship to—" 

"You have arrived!" 

His seat belt threw him back. His professor pressed a button, and, as if the sound of the 

locks springing up was a gavel struck, she said,"You live your life, my young friend. Take care."

Matthew thanked her, almost inaudibly, and got the door shut on the second try. 

"Fuck," he said to his doorknob. His backpack was in the trunk! Matthew sprinted back 

to the car but only in his mind. He thought of what Lily Tomlin says in 9 to 5: Are you a man or 

a mouse? Or a woman or a wouse? 

He shivered. A voice leaked through the windows from inside. His Mom saying, "Where 

are you?"

"Here," he said—a reflex, not loud enough to be anything to anybody. She was probably 

leaving him a message on his phone in his backpack now driving away with his career. Perhaps 

nothing in life was ungraded. He could get yelled at inside like a child or stay in the shame of 

adulthood. Matthew turned the doorknob so slowly that to a neighbor he might have looked 

unsure if he was opening the right door. 
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JANUARY

They had Marian, Joe’s boss, to thank. Or blame. 

Marching past Matthew and Joe, who were flirting at the dumpster, Marian said, "Just 

kiss already before you start to smell."  

Matthew had been looking at his phone while walking around up and down the alley 

behind Chez Tonton on break—not for exercise, but to bump into this handsome guy, built like a 

hairy brick: Joe was sous-chef next door at another restaurant: Sideboard—a place easy to miss 

in the shadow of Chez Tonton at this time of the day, and, in a certain sense, all times. Sideboard 

had failed to capture the level of notoriety generally associated with Marian’s previous 

establishments. The Brit—as smart as her slacks—had a degree in perfectionism from Le Cordon 

Bleu, and from there had gone on to win the first season of Dinner's a Drag—even though 

Rachel Ray had gagged on a piece of lava cake with the inadvertently added ingredient of 

Marian's fake eyebrow. Since then she had accumulated five Michelin stars and four signature 

restaurants in London, Berlin, New Orleans, and Shanghai. But here, her Bay Area venture was 
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known—according to whom you believed—to be struggling or important, a flop or up-and-

coming. 

Sideboard’s menu changed daily. People selected their food from rolling carts, dim-sum-

style—which meant the kitchen had to cook what customers wanted before they knew they 

wanted it. (A statistics major and a member of the Berkeley Psychic Institute shopped the food.) 

The kitchen was rough. The culinary demands might have made mincemeat of Martha Stewart. 

What two years ago had felt to Joe like innovation had begun to reek of novelty, then gimmickry, 

ultimately landing at tedium. Now, a new dish popped up maybe every other day—if that. Spices 

missed their mark. Candied nuts cheapened the cabbage. Quail drowned in sauce. Sideboard was 

no Chez Tonton. 

Joe and Matthew’s mutual interest ordained by the famous chef, the two young men did 

as told. A kiss at work. Nothing better. Joe suggested a hike with Buster, his Cocker Spaniel the 

next day. Matthew agreed, not even trying to stifle his enthusiasm, or unable.

Joe rented a car share and picked Matthew up from his rented room above Mission Pies 

in the city. Without preamble, Joe put Buster in Matthew’s lap. 

Chamber-of-commerce weather greeted them as they drove along the Embarcadero, 

passing streetcars, bicycle rickshaws, hulking piers, a chrome diner, and a circus tent decorated 

with giant asymmetrical mirror shards. It was neither too cold nor too warm, too breezy nor too 

calm, too sunny nor too dank, the sky in an in-between place all its own as well, too transparent 

to even qualify as blue. But, Matthew thought, one should avoid Goldilocksing the weather as 

"just right," Matthew thought. That would not do. He scritched behind Buster’s ears. Approving 

weather by praising temperature denied beauty its handiwork: the Bay Area air trudged across 
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the overlong Pacific, glided eastward through a golden, lonely desert oasis of pine, eucalyptus, 

pansies, and wallflowers, but then, buttressed by the mountains, remained, sweet and lazy, moist 

and singular. And the atmosphere was always doing itself one better—adding cloud-pictures to 

the firmament, or a bank of fog coming in for a hug, or a drizzle tickle, or that naked sun, 

unadorned. 

Matthew didn’t know how Buster’s grey coat could be so shiny, but it was—a brilliant 

pillow-soft grey, almost silver. Buster was probably thirty pounds—he felt like the weight of 

eight chickens. He incubated Matthew’s lap, gently heaving in and out, licking Matthew’s fingers 

intermittently. Each time it was startling, the wetness, and Matthew loved it. He code-switched to 

dog-speak in his mind: Lick, lick—yes! Those are my fingers! Lick, lick—yes! You’re such a good 

boy! Lick, lick—yes! That’s Joe-Joe, he feeds you. He’s very pretty. Pretty, pretty, pretty! Matthew 

moved Buster’s front paws gently in the air. A dreamsicle-colored cable car reached its antenna 

up to an electric wire, its stolid steel body dancing by, iron tracks whistling, thunking wheels 

cranking up the tempo. Joe’s arm hair around his silver wrist watch. The sand-colored sidewalk. 

Matthew thought: the part of happiness just before happiness is the happiest part of happiness. 

Tying his shoelaces this morning. That. This. What would death be like? An odd thought. What 

an odd thought! Perhaps only with the anti-gravity of joy, Matthew supposed, could death be 

considered without getting muddled up with dread. Or maybe the time to give thoughts free rein 

was when everything felt supercali. All of a sudden, he understood why his aunt invited heroin 

addicts to Christmas.

The couple-to-be, when not brushing forearms in the woods accidentally on purpose, or 

running after Buster, or tilting their heads up at the redwood infantry, had sauntered, their chit-
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chat stilted as Mad Libs. A mist hid the sky. Everything was brown, everything. The fallen 

leaves, discarded pine-needles, Joe’s Timberland boots, the railroad ties marking the path, picnic 

benches, Buster’s eyes, the signage, the restroom, Buster’s poo—it was almost funny. The trees’ 

waistlines grew the longer they hiked. 

Suddenly, Matthew noticed their feet nearing a gallop. They walked through the middle 

of a tree, catching up to Buster, maybe, or to a conversational enthusiasm. Or perhaps cupid's 

bestowal includes its own battery power: they talked of closeted romantic injustices, skirmishes, 

conquests, and punishments from their isolated pasts. Gay shit, and yet not business as usual. 

The men’s wounds found themselves aired out and dressed.

It might not have mattered with whom Joe’s oral history had chosen to couple, but he—

usually guarded—was embarrassed to find that he couldn’t not share himself with Matthew. 

Perhaps because it took a boy to bring out the boy in him. Perhaps because his boss had 

sanctioned their mutual interest. Perhaps because the weather was doing nothing wrong. Perhaps 

because finding company for one’s childhood loneliness was an aphrodisiac. Perhaps because 

Buster—his guy—seemed to love Matthew. Perhaps because Matthew was magic. 

Afterwards, Joe drove them through the uneven hills of the Presidio. They planned two 

more dates in as many days. Relics of violence—forts and cannons and barracks and battleships

—had been neutered to include a cinema, a golf court, bowling alley and a cartoon museum 

(Matthew had been five times, he was saying, claiming to be embarrassed by the fact). Matthew 

appraised his driver's body as a whole, too big for the utility vehicle, his thighs flush against the 

door and drink holder. Joe's modestly hulking stomach was so much of a piece with his Popeye-

ish pecs, shoulders, and neck that it seemed, somehow, an asset. His poor cock seemed to have 
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little hanging room. Joe was making frequent adjustments when he thought Matthew wasn't 

looking. Judging from Joe’s smile to Matthew, or to Buster snoring on his lap, or to both, 

Matthew hadn’t fucked up yet. But damn, Matthew thought, was that a nice smile, even with thin 

lips. The frame of the dense beard with tinges of red didn’t hurt, but no. No, that wasn’t it. The 

smile accompanied an unconscious caress across the top of the steering wheel. It was fast enough 

to be a brush, but the friction was gentle. Matthew could feel Joe feeling the touch of the fingers 

on the wheel, too blithe to be so painfully beautiful, but beautiful it was. Matthew turned 

suddenly to look out his passenger window. Nothing was out there for him anymore. "Oh, no," 

he said.

"How old are you?" said Joe, seeing Matthew squeezing Buster like a child. 

"You first," said Matthew. 

Jesus he is a child, thought Joe, before saying, "27."  

"Oh," said Matthew. Was he sure he was computing properly?

"How old are you?"

"20," said Matthew. The Presidio Arch spit them out into a neighborhood of concrete 

sidewalks and mansions with turrets. 

"Did you know Mandarin has over eight words for 'good,'" said Joe apropos of nothing. 

"The Chinese disdain imprecision, but not Americans, you know: this tastes so good! You look 

good! Good story! Good work! These beets are good for three more days! Give this a good 

clean! She's good people! So weird."

Matthew said, "I feel you. The slippery meaning of 'good' is clouded by definitions too 

different to provide exactitude, but too similar to guard against interchangeability, which loosens 
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its morality, lending the ubiquitous word a quintessentially Californian relativism to the extent 

that 'good' can be too easily confused with 'nice.'" 

Losing the thread, Matthew’s audience said nothing, scared he’d sound like an idiot. 

Dead air accumulated. Each minute brought them further past the point of conversational repair. 

Matthew couldn’t tell if the silence was sacred or hateful. Joe coughed and Matthew felt it like a 

personal assault. At least it was daylight, and the life outside the vehicle gave comfort in no 

small way, passing places where Joe and Matthew imagined themselves eating, kissing, 

shopping, kissing, biking, kissing, dying in arms, kissing, fucking, kissing, rock climbing, and 

then it was over. Joe opened Matthew’s door and held Buster’s collar while Matthew slid 

between the door and the sous-chef. That was when it happened. Joe bent down his knees and 

pressed his body into Matthew’s against the door and—while Joe tightened his fingers around the 

dog collar—their lips sounded as they parted. Like raindrops brushing a window three kisses and 

a longer one followed—you know the one—everything relaxed, including Joe’s fingers around 

Busters collar. 

"Buster! Come!" said Joe. Matthew caught him just before he ran onto Temescal Avenue. 

Joe leashed him to his belt, and he grabbed Matthew's shoulders and smushed him against the 

sun-scorched car so hard it beeped, it seemed at first, but really it was a coincidence: the rental 

had just been unlocked from a distance by an approaching customer with the next reservation. 

Without saying goodbye, Joe put on his parka and stretched it over his belly and buckled 

his Chrome bag over his chest and hurried away with Buster—perhaps a knee-jerk reaction from 

having lived too long in a place where a kiss with a man had a price, payable to the Chinese 

authorities. 
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Hearing the sound of a child crying behind him, Joe turned back and said, "Hey. Hey, 

Matthew, what happened?" Seeing the young man weeping, he tried not to think about how, from 

a line-up distance, his attractiveness dipped a little. Despite having defined muscles—Joe’s hands 

had thrilled to his torso while they had kissed—the boy was shockingly thin and not terribly tall. 

"What if something happens?" Matthew placed the top of his head on Joe's chest—oh. 

This guy ran warm.

"Matthew, I'll see you in 18 hours at Chow." He petted Matthew's fine beige hair. Buster 

sniffed Matthew’s shoes.

"No, I mean—what if something dreadful happened to you?"

"Like an accident?" 

Blind need short-circuiting his intelligence, Matthew could do nothing other than nod. 

Joe laughed and took Matthew's freckles in his hands and said, "I'll look both ways when 

I cross the street." Joe looked like he was peering inside a crevasse for something he had just 

lost.

"Please," Matthew said, softly, "Promise." The wind raced by. "Please."
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MARCH

On any other Sunday, Joe would have been plating more Avocado Shakshukas, but a squall had 

brought Sideboard's brunch to an early close. He felt a slap on his back as Marian asked him to 

her office (the dumpster). He joined her there post-haste—such summons were rare. 

A far-off thunder clap. Unconcerned, the rain trickled out of time. Marian ground out her 

cigarette stub with her heel—a makeshift pestle. A tote full of knives in their leather encasements 

sat beside her feet. Marian lit a cigarette. Joe waited to get dressed down for overdressing the 

duck. Or under-powdering the Kouign-Amann. Or pounding the chicken too flat. 

On the other side of the dumpster, Matthew was accepting a fish delivery for Chez 

Tonton. He clocked the familiar black beard—the boy missed nothing. Joe smiled back with the 

half of his mouth not at work. 

Oh, Matthew could have roared at the sight—in the good way—but instead gave Joe a 

wink and the dragon lady a dainty bow. 

"What’s your little friend’s name?" Marian said.
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Joe’s chest warmed like hot tea even though he said, “Matthew,” not “abracadabra.” 

Marian fished a fresh cigarette from her pocket.

"A cigarette a day keeps the doctor in pay," said a woman who was passing by them in a 

cashmere muumuu with a Mother Earth perm. Marian exhaled in her direction and said, "Good 

riddance, Berkeley." 

Joe's neck straightened.

"Pretty bloody exciting, Joe—I just gave Stanley my notice—effective immediately." 

Marian took a drag, a la Bette Davis. "Ce soir, je voyage en permanence dans un appartement à 

Paris!" (Gesticulations interpreted.) Then, as Queen Elizabeth, she said that just this morning she 

had signed a lease to open up a new bistro in the sixteenth arrondissement: "Cirrus Bleu—

Moroccan fare. A view of the Seine. My red-eye takes off tonight at eight. Huit heures."

"Tonight?"

"Oui, certainement."

Hands on his cheeks, Joe looked like that Münch painting of a gay man running into 

Cher. But if doing her job meant doing her job, then Marian had left months ago. Joe had been 

performing culinary triage on the sly, correcting her sloppiness, and so he had been a godsend, he 

had said of himself to himself. But now Marian—amazingly—was admitting as much, too. She 

parsed out compliments and reminiscences about breaking him in—first in his native New 

Orleans (farm-to-table), next in Shanghai (noodles), and now "Berserkley." Then Marian took a 

long whiff and said, "Joseph Ferretti, what would you say if you were asked to become the Chief 

Chef of Sideboard?"

"Of course!" he replied. What should a normal human do now? Joe thought. Idiot, thank 
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her. He did, sounding as anyone sounds when listening too hard to your voice while speaking.

Marian flashed a smile as a knight lifts a shield. Joe had assumed an offer had been made, 

but she had simply asked a question, carefully phrased in the conditional tense. Perhaps using his 

full name threw him off. Still, Marian had neither the time nor the interest to smooth out the 

miscommunication. She stamped out her cigarette butt, picked up her knife case, squeezed her 

sous-chef's shoulder (lingering a little long at the muscle), and paraded off.

***

Next door, Chez Tonton’s world-famous brunch had raged on despite the rain. Matthew was in 

the cold storage room covering the tilapia up to their eyeballs in ice. "Found you!" said Sierra, 

the assistant manager. "Eduardo's wife keeps calling. She's convinced she’s about to go into 

labor. She just called for the seventh time. It's costing us reservations, so if you could take the 

rest of Eduardo's busboy shift—"

"Pas de problem, Mademoiselle," said Matthew.

"I'm taking whatever that was as a yes. You can wear Eduardo’s uniform."

Matthew found Eduardo in the break room. Eduardo threw Matthew his uniform 

garments one by one. Seeing Matthew in his underwear, he said, "Vato, get some pictures on the 

wall." 

"Que?" Matthew said, stepping into Eduardo’s pants. About a size or two too big, he kept 

them up by tucking in and bunching up Eduardo’s shirt underneath the waistband.

"Donde estan tus tatuajes? Your body is blank. Look at this one." He pulled down his 

Fruit of the Looms. An eagle was inked where his upper thigh met his pelvis—it was holding a 

stick of lit dynamite in its teeth and a club in its feet. Below, a banner encased the words, "La 
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Union Hace La Fuerza." 

"Unity makes strength," said Matthew.

 "Perfecto!" said Eduardo. 

"Let's get those tables serviced, gentlemen," Sierra said, entering the break room. She 

clapped once, the way one motivates a dog. She saw Eduardo in just his underwear with his back 

to her and Matthew bent down eight inches away from Eduardo’s pelvis. She put her hands up as 

if someone had pressed a gun to her back and left.

***

Meanwhile, Joe was sparring with a bag with coffee beans in Sideboard’s pantry. He texted 

Matthew and called home. 

"Oh, Joey, baby, you hang on, I’ll get your mom," said the maid, "She’s out talking to the 

gardener." It struck Joe that he could now afford to feed Buster freeze-dried dog food. He could 

afford to take Matthew home to Louisiana. He could afford the commitment ceremony they had 

decided to stop not starting to talk about—though no one had proposed. Oh. He had better get on 

that. Matthew’s goals were calendared out to 2032. Telling mom and dad he’d been proposed to 

would not go over.

"Well look who decided to cheer up his old mommy by giving her a call. Tell me 

everything."

70-75: Joe could hear the temperature in New Orleans in the drawl. "Head Chef. Mom, I 

am Head Chef." Then Joe said the line he'd been saving up for the occasion: "I am no longer a 

Marianette!" 

"Oh. Oh! Good job, Joe!" his mom said, like a Teletubby. Then, playing herself, "Not to 
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diminish, but, you know, eyes on the prize, and all that." Joe lowered himself onto an upside-

down milk crate. "Just saying: good is great's whore, so I'm not going to act all disingenuous like 

you just told me you passed the bar or something. Ain't gonna happen. But anyhow, good for 

you. You should feel proud, Joseph! I'll tell your father when he gets back. He's out golfing his 

secretary."

"What?" 

"He's out golfing his adversary. Honey, I'm pleased you are looking after what you think 

happiness might look like for you. I think that's okay at your age. It’s okay." Joe swallowed his 

mother's compliment sandwich and, as a means to the call's end, barked a "Love you." His mom 

Pavloved it back and not a thread of silence preceded the dial tone.

Joe felt gravity redouble—What would Marian do right now? Suddenly, euphoria fled, as 

it always does, without salutation. She’d be starting Tuesday dinner prep. Joe nodded in 

affirmation, still in the habit of answering to someone, even if that someone was now himself. 

He snatched a carton of chicken breasts from cold storage and bounded down the hall. The 

cutlets hit the floor. 

"Didn't mean to startle you," Freddy and his receding hairline said in beige khaki pants 

and a light blue oxford, looking haggard, legs astride. 

Joe picked up the poultry he had dropped.

"Want to get a cuppa at Peet’s?" said Freddy.

Weird. Freddy was already holding a Starbucks. "Sure, I’ve got an hour to spare."  

Freddy's eyes thinned despite his joviality: "Great!" 

Joe returned the chickens to the cooler. Freddy set out the rat traps.
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***

Matthew’s phone had sprung alive with a heartbeat—an '80s song vamp: Joe was texting, See me 

when u get a break—big newz.

"Mashoo, Mashoo, Mashoo," whispered Sierra into Matthew's ear as he read. "See me at 

the host stand when you get a sec, Matt." 

Matthew said, "Sure thing, says Matthew." 

She gave him a sweet and sour face. "Message received, said the annoyed manager." 

A bell rang behind him on the food counter. He whisked off a ticket that had been stuck 

to the plate rim with water—"Table 12"—and stabbed it through a silver skewer at the end of the 

counter and took the pasta dish in hand. His fingers warmed under the ceramic plate’s sandy 

texture. His body hummed, like an actor stepping onto stage. Oak chairs, spruce posts, and 

pinewood paneling greeted Matthew as he sauntered onto the floor. Perhaps to dial back the 

hunting-lodge vibe of the wood building, choice elements in the design actively civilized: the 

charcoal carpet—which muffled chatter; ivory tablecloths—which stroked the seats of Bentley 

chairs with the edge of their skirts; watercolors of pomegranates, mangos, and tomatoes—which 

hung on the wall in cool ivory frames; the curvy, shellacked food buffet near the kitchen—which 

held baguettes like exclamation points. Audacious bends of shape, color, and texture appeared 

mostly in the dishes—like the one Matthew now set down at Table 12: curly squid-ink spaghetti 

in cream, slivered with pink prosciutto, and dotted with green peas and half-mooned olives. He 

decided to give the plate to the woman. The man across from her slid it towards himself and the 

woman asked for an extra plate. Matthew grabbed one from the kitchen, dropped it at Table 12 

and strode across the dining room. Something about tending to these customers—completing the 
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journey from harvesting to poaching to plating to placemat—made Matthew feel more at home 

than home, even. Perhaps in a restaurant the kindness of customer service counterbalanced the 

cruel slicing of foul. He knew in this moment he never wanted to leave Chez Tonton, ever. 

"Oh, sir? Sir," sang a man's voice with a woman's face. She was in a two-top in the far 

alcove lousy with sunlight. "How can I help you?" he said, approaching the table, looking at his 

summoner's younger companion.

The older woman clicked her fingernail on an empty water tumbler. He gave a single nod. 

"Where are you from?" she said, as if to punish the attention paid to her friend by stealing his 

time. "We haven't seen you before."

"Oh, all around." On the last word, Matthew pivoted his foot, as if demonstrating its 

meaning, and darted away quick enough to avoid her follow-up question: "Where, exactly?"

Matthew stopped mid-room to hover over Table 6, a four-top of dot-com twenty-

somethings looking as if they were reading what they were saying off their phones. Matthew 

scanned for a dish to remove from their handsome table. A poor-man's Josh Hartnett said, 

"Wouldn't you like to see us naked?" Matthew imagined, to soothe the sting of what the man 

actually said: "We're good. Thanks." His colleagues smiled at Matthew and returned to their 

screens—except for a rich-man's Vince Vaughn who was looking either at the breadbasket or 

Matthew’s basket.

Two tables away, Sierra glared at Matthew and reared back her head and mock-sneezed 

his name into her fist. He walked to her and plunked his elbows on her host stand and propped 

his chin on the heels of his hands. 

"Look, Matthew, I need you to be here. I mean be present. I know you’ve never worked 
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the floor before, but I need you to feel like you're with us with us, you know what I mean?"

Matthew shook his head. 

"I just—you need to be more engaged.”

"You mean clear dishes faster?"

"Dude, don't fucking check your texts while you're on the floor." 

"Ah, sorry." 

"You are here to please your customers one hundred percent, Matthew."

"Won’t happen again, Sierra," he said, and then remembered some Dale Carnegie crap 

Joe wouldn’t shut up about: bosses like to hear themselves on replay. Well, why not. "I’m here to 

please my customers one hundred percent. I'm sorry."

"Thank you," said Sierra.

Holy hell it works! he thought and said, "Which guy should I marry at Table 6?"

"Leave me."

Matthew went to the bar and fetched a crystal samovar of iced tea in one hand and a 

vintage copper water pitcher in the other, which gave him a low-grade thrill, as if he could skip 

outside and start watering the Gardens of Versailles. He avoided a few customers’ searing gazes 

on his way back to the table in the alcove, but lo, if someone grabs your arm, and says, 

"Darling," and that man has shoulders almost broad enough to support the pitchers you are 

holding, what’s a girl to do? Matthew gave the "one minute" finger to the alcove table. They 

nodded with regality. He looked down to see blue eyes and a cleft chin saying to him, "Can you 

tell me—I used to come here all the time. I'm wondering—is the food here all still locally 

grown?" Matthew wished he could trade this man's squeaky high voice with the lady's bass in the 
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corner. "Yes," Matthew was about to say, but the customer continued. "Don't answer that. Of 

course it’s locally grown. Says so right here on the back. Now let's talk apps. I can't decide 

between the scalloped potatoes and the carrots, but I guess that depends on my entrée, right? 

Sorry, I'm hopeless." 

Matthew felt Eduardo's pants losing their grip on his waist. He stuck out his stomach. 

"I’m not your waiter," Matthew was past-ready to say, but the customer was talking in a steady 

torrent. "You better come back to me. No. Wait. I got it. What's your special again? That's right—

the cod. Is it any good? Ah, your expression says it all. Back to my previous choice. Previous 

choice. Previous choice. What was—? Oh, the hen, the hen—but with the sauce on the side, and 

white meat, preferably, and please substitute any orange, yellow, or white vegetables with 

something green or red. But no Brussels sprouts: gas, you know, TMI! Well, you might not. How 

old are you? Don't answer that. Anyway, to start, the soup—no, the sturgeon—no. Yes, the pasta. 

I really shouldn't, should I? Fudge it, I will. It's my birthday. Happy birthday to me. Anyhoo, 

your memory certainly seems to be extraordinary. You haven't written a thing down."

"I'll go find your waiter to take your order," Matthew said, but though he got the desired 

effect (the customer was finally speechless), Matthew saw something else—now that the 

customer had lowered his guard. Matthew forgot about his waistline situation, scurrying to the 

alcove table and thinking that for Mr. Broad Shoulders, today will never not be "Birthday X" 

when he had had lunch alone. This was not good. This was not good. He had to choose one of 

two calamities: letting his pants fall, or dropping a gallon of liquid to catch his trousers. The 

former would cause more commotion but in a much smaller proximity than glass breaking, he 

decided. Down they went, but luckily only to half-way down his ass, the crack of which was 
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inches from the face of the dot-com-er whose eyes had been so cheekily on Matthew's nethers. 

He set his pitchers down on their table and hiked up his pants, checking to make sure Sierra was 

not looking at him. She wasn’t. He still had a job. And Mr. Shoulders was beaming at the moon 

that had arrived on his birthday.

***

The rain had scrubbed the afternoon air clean. Freddy and Joe passed through a disinterested 

bicycle gang decorating Peet’s sidewalk tables. Arms, legs, handlebars, and tubes weaved 

themselves over and under the iron furniture like branches on a banyan tree. Into the indoor 

hubbub—the kind of jocularly that happens when 9-to-5-ers find themselves positioned as far 

from work as the weekend allows—Freddy commented on the outline of the biker’s baskets in 

their lycra shorts. Joe did not find the 45-year-old’s ogling endearing. Matthew, if there, would 

have. He had given his hot take to Joe in one of their nightly Freddy pick-aparts: "By sharing a 

sexual fantasy, Freddy is compensating for a squandered adolescence—it’s a kind of spiritual 

reparation." Freddy had clearly endeared himself to Matthew, hanging out as they did at 

Sideboard’s bar most nights waiting for Joe to get off. 

Freddy said, "You want to grab—?" gesturing to the tables. 

"Sure"

"I’ll get the—espresso?"

"Yup—triple." Joe reached for his wallet. Freddy wiggled his palms and tightened his 

face and walked towards the ordering line. Joe put his baseball hat on a table in the back room 

and took a look at a commemorative display next to the toilet. This was the original original 

Peet’s, he read, and here was their first espresso maker—bronze, hulking; clear shot glasses with 
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logos—psychedelic; maps of equator-adjacent suppliers—sepia-hued. Quaint the vibe was, 

though, not as affecting as Joe wanted it to be—the '70s and '80s paraphernalia was perhaps too 

contemporary to give Joe that sunny, achy feeling: not that fabulous people had been forgotten, 

but that fabulous people hadn’t thought to include him—as if his birth had been put on layaway. 

How long would Sideboard have to last to become not famous, but renowned—another Cliff 

House or the House of Prime Rib? At four years you put out a cookbook, five you got a spot on 

the local news, ten a national magazine feature—fifteen, maybe, you’d become a guidebook 

staple? Buster wouldn’t be around. Joe took his place at the table, and he suddenly remembered 

he was happy: Chief Chef! One table over, a professor, by the looks of it, bounced his padded 

corduroy elbows on his arm rests. Joe couldn’t not listen—the man earned his keep by taking 

youths’ attention hostage. He detailed the particulars of a faculty initiative about to be launched 

at the University, but his reverent exuberance dimmed slightly as he admitted that he wouldn't be 

alive to witness the decades-long plan’s ultimate achievement.

"Large chai no-foam oat-milk no room latte and an espresso for Teddy," said the barista.

Freddy brought back their drinks. "So let’s talk Mariangate," he said, reaching for his 

stirrer, but his hand spasmed or something and the utensil flew across the table. Rather than 

emasculate his boss by putting it in his hand, Joe placed it in Freddy’s drink—as if the drink 

were at fault. 

To extricate himself from Marian’s recent slump, Joe said, "You know, I think the 

Daytime Emmy from CNB's Kitchen Kombat went to Marian’s head. I think she confused a 

byproduct of her gift—fame—with the gift itself—cooking the shit out of shit. She got insolent." 

Joe meant indolent. His word choice was frequently more enthusiastic than precise.
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"Joe, let me just lay it out for you. I’m not sure how much longer Stanley’s going to want 

to cover our losses," said Freddy. 

"How long we talking?" 

"He could pull the plug today or not til we land on Mars—up to him, as owner. Who’s to 

know. You know how he is. Sometimes he acts like Sideboard’s his kid—happy to bankroll us 

for God knows. But between you and me he had a few beers in him the other day, and, you know, 

street cred is real—truth is, he’s getting to be a joke among his mucky-mucks at the Olympic 

Club and the yacht club—he gets called patsy, Daddy Warbucks. High school never ends. But 

there we are, we’ve been losing assloads of dough since opening three years ago, and word 

travels," Freddy said, looking around as if Stanley could have heard. 

"Shit," said Joe, whose gaze was distracted, too: Freddy was of the sort you could talk to 

on the phone for hours, but could only stand to look at for seconds at a time. His face was like 

the moon—from a great distance it had character, but close up, the fluorescents unearthed 

craters, gashes, pallor. Poor bastard. It was as if a cloth mummifying his face had just been 

removed.

"Yeah," said Freddy. "Every day the restaurant doors open, I say a little prayer." 

Joe could have bought the restaurant himself, he thought, if only he still had his trust 

fund. When Joe was in high school, his father had discovered Joe performing a ritual more pagan 

than Presbyterian on his minister in the choir loft. The trust was revoked on moral grounds. 

Freddy sipped his drink and Joe followed suit, burning his tongue but not reacting. His 

phone pinged. Out loud he read and showed Freddy a text from a friend in the Muffuletta Mafia 

back home in NOLA: "Marian is not Cirrus Bleu's chef—just Chief Investor." Freddy’s eyelids 
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lifted. Joe turned his phone back around. Something from Matthew had popped up: a text—Can’t 

wait to hear your news honey!—accompanied by a gif of him dancing "Gangnam Style" in his 

birthday suit. Joe turned his phone over so hard he feared he may have cracked his life. 

A chair appeared between them, and, above it, Stanley, taking off his wrinkled bucket hat. 

As the senior citizen sat, his groan could easily have been mistaken for a certain kind of pleasure.

Ambushed: Joe took a sip from his empty espresso glass and shook hands with Stanley. 

Joe grabbed the underside of his chair. Earthquake? Joe stole a look at his phone under the table. 

His quake app showed no seismic activity. The shaking was in his hands. Nerves. Strange but not 

strange. His feelings felt like other cars on the road—autonomous but predictable creatures until 

one came out of nowhere. Meanwhile, judging from Freddy's business face, Joe had just missed 

a question put to him. He evaded the question by asking another: "Could we change one of 

Sideboard's countries of influence: Thai to Taiwanese?" Joe said that he had hung back in Asia, 

waiting for the opening date of Sideboard because Marian took a TV gig. He had got himself an 

apprenticeship (fucked himself, actually, but he had censored this sordidness even from his own 

mind) at a provincial restaurant that specialized in dishes that went back to the mainland by 

centuries: rare spices, grains, and cooking methods you couldn't believe it, to taste—created in a 

kitchen never before accessed by a Westerner. "I have three months of new recipes," he said, 

"smuggled and ready to rock. In Luodong—"

"Sorry to stop you, Josh," said Stanley.

Freddy corrected Stanley's name-flub before Joe's temper woke.

"That's what I said! Joe," said Stanley. "Sideboard already serves Spanish-Swedish-

Taiwanese."
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"Thai, not Taiwanese," said Freddy with diplomacy, as if simply splitting hairs.

"Eh. Potayto, potahto," said Stanley over the steaming milk.

Perhaps on account of Stanley’s two faux pas, Freddy agreed to Joe's proposal in the 

event that he were to be offered Marian's position.

Joe's spine sprang—If? 

Freddy talked to Joe as if he were more idea than being: Freddy said, "You are a top 

candidate based on your devotion and hard work—" and Joe tuned out the rest. 

Stanley asked Joe why he thought he was qualified to do what Marian couldn't—land 

Sideboard on the Bay Area's Top 50 list. Two canines brawled outside over their owners' barks. 

"I already have the fucking job!" Joe resisted saying. Instead, he did something his father 

would have done, or Matthew: he thought through the timeline. Marian had technically quit 

before she had hired him, so his appointment was not valid. Of course she hadn’t hired him at all, 

but Joe was still oblivious to this fact. So though he was still confused about the cause, he had at 

least arrived at the right upshot: he was not chief chef. God fucking damn, Joe thought. He 

became aware of his breath as he thought ahead strategically: if Stanley and Freddy replaced 

Marian with someone else, that new chef would likely fire Joe to bring in their own assistant. 

Very, very likely. Joe placed his right hand over a Worcestershire stain he just noticed on his left 

sleeve. Was his hair-part straight? He was spinning out. Focus. So: what was the question again? 

Something stupid, like Can you get us on the Bay Area Top 50 list? Instead of: Joe, can you cook 

food for human beings who need sustenance? “Stupid questions are a smart person's way of 

putting words in your mouth,” Joe remembered his mentor at Dale Carnegie saying. So to get 

some offensive traction, he avoided the popularity question, too, and asserted a claim: "Freddy, 
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Stanley: I can synervize our table traffic by twenty-five percent in three months." As if to ring a 

bell or something, he thudded his knuckles on the table, which made the ceramic dish-ware 

clatter—and hell if there wasn’t an actual ding. "I’m afraid Marian’s advanced age—no offense

—had an inverse effect on her vigor," he said, and, watching their faces crumple, he realized that 

he had again stepped in shit. Changing tacks, he said Marian's snootiness regarding social media 

had cut off millennials. His finger tap danced on his phone and he flashed them his Insta profile: 

269,000 followers. (When he had appeared in the LGBTTQQIAAP Center's Bear Cub Calendar 

wearing only a pepper shaker, his already large membership grew to three times its original size.)

"How old are you, son?" Stanley rubbed his thighs with his palms. 

On Joe's behalf, Freddy said, "Thirty-five?" 

Joe copped to his actual age—"Twenty-seven!"—and wiped his brow. Clearly, social 

medes was the wrong tactic, too. 

"Closing in five," the barista interrupted in a tone of faux-empathy that Bay Area natives 

use to disguise self-importance. 

Meanwhile, Joe was thinking: what do Freddy and Stanley really, really want? He 

remembered another Carnegie alphorism (as he called them): "Make the personal professional 

and the professional personal." Aha! thought Joe, What did these red-blooded men want? 

The barista flipped half the lights off. Freddy stacked drink cups and Stanley put on his 

hat. 

Joe’s phone vibrated his thigh. Probably another Matthew sext: Oh—Matthew! He didn’t 

know Stanley too well, but Freddy wanted Matthew. "To get the restaurant to become its best self

—" Joe made a grandiose gesture to his bosses to re-seat themselves as Joe spoke through his 
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chest. The architecture of the café's alcove tingled with his syrupy bass, ceiling to floor: "—

efficiency dictates the addition of a new position, let's call it Chef de Partie, like they do in Paree, 

to keep up with the demands unique to Sideboard: storing appliances used for 86'ed entrées, 

buying equipment, briefing the wait staff, triple-checking diners' dietary needs, monitoring the 

integrity of new recipes. Matthew would be perfect. He’s like a walking-talking encyclopedia. 

He keeps spreadsheets for everything—groceries, birthday gifts, even skin care.” 

Freddy's forehead bunched—he had a hunch that Matthew would accept pennies on the 

dollar if it meant working beside the object of his affection. And the sorely needed extra 

manpower—he had to hand it to Joe, he was on point about that—wouldn’t break the books. 

Then Freddy ran another kind of cost-benefit analysis: the professional savings from cheap 

manpower verses the personal cost to Freddy’s spirit of an unrequited love haunting the kitchen. 

But a man with serviceable and ever-diminishing looks finds himself striking a bargain with love 

at one point or another—if only to get on with things—and Freddy’s particular compromise was 

to simply avoid assigning a value to pain. Experience also told the manager that while a kitchen’s 

workflow could be troubleshot, not so much a young man’s heart. On Joe Matthew’s heart was 

cemented. So there was no point in avoiding a love that would never come to pass anyway. And 

there it was: decided. Freddy would promote Joe and hire Matthew—not because of the boy’s 

pretty countenance but his petty cost.

Meanwhile, Joe swallowed, remembering the nude video Freddy had spied. His offering 

up of Matthew’s talents seemed to veer from a mutually beneficial set of promotions closer to 

prostitution.

 "Do you think Matthew would accept the job as a six-month internship to start?" Freddy 
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said.

"Well, that’s an idea," said Stanley. 

"Yes," said Joe, hedging.

"Just spitballing here, but we do need the extra manpower—I have to hand it to you, Joe, 

you might be on to something," said Freddy. 

Freddy waited for Stanley to weigh in. Joe waited for Freddy. Finally, Joe and Freddy 

spoke in simulcast: Joe was about to say that he'd take a pay cut to help finance the extra 

position, but—lucky for Joe's bank account—Freddy's declaration overpowered: "I’d like to 

green-light Joe's promotion and the addition of Matthew as Chef de Partie." He leaned into the 

guttural "r." "But though I can give approval, only Stanley can hire you, Joe, because I as 

manager answer to the Chief Chef," Freddy, said, smiling and digging his fingernail into his 

palm for blood. 

No wonder Freddy hadn’t hired him outright, thought Joe. No one wanted a boss half 

their age. And it occurred to Joe now that, conversely, no boss wanted an employee twice their 

age. Joe suddenly knew, even with the job not quite his, that a Joe Ferretti restaurant could do 

better for its manager than Freddy.

Freddy and Joe waited for Stanley’s call. "Time to close," said the Barista at the door.

"You’re hired," Stanley said to Joe.

"Epic!" Joe hit the table with open hands. 

"Sweet!" Freddy said.

"Hot Diggity Dog!" Stanley said as they paraded out. "Which one of you is going to talk 

to this Matthew guy?"
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"I’ll do it," said Joe and Freddy together. 

Freddy looked at Joe. "Jinx," he said, thinking he had smiled, but knowing he hadn’t.

***

From a certain place on Shattuck—at a café table across the street from Chez Tonton—an 

Araucaria tree could be seen in full, reaching its branches in a sloped angle like advertising 

arrows pointing down to the restaurant’s unprepossessing exterior: an airplane bungalow of 

unpainted shades of wood with expansive windows and long eaves off shallow-sloped interlaced 

roofs, except for the flat-topped second story. Inside this particular level, no walls broke the 

room: the restaurant bar. On days like today, when the giant patio windows were whisked off 

their hinges, the bar’s long rectangular outline, from Joe’s vantage point, resembled a treehouse 

tucked amongst graciously spaced pinecones and evergreen leaves. 

But Joe’s primary focus was on the ground level, where cedar-caved jail-bars enclosed a 

large patio where customers usually waited to be seated, but not now, at quitting time, as Joe had 

expected and as he had hoped. Matthew’s shift would be done any minute. Matthew. He loved 

that name. One wouldn’t be able to guess all the treasures inside by the look of the outside—just 

another wooden house on the block. But there were flourishes of spark if you looked closer. Like 

in the wooden bars in front of the patio terrace—they thickened into a circle and then back into a 

thin slat, like dotted "i’s." Seen from Joe’s vantage point, the circles had a pattern like flowers in 

a garden, or candy canes appearing at similar but not quite matching heights. Indiscriminately, 

Ivy wound itself around the slats in an unruly lattice.

Joe tilted his head up a skosh to where a third story would be. The distance between the 

branches thickened to guard the building’s entirety under the elegant arborous umbrella. Crap. 
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Matthew was at the tree’s trunck! Joe had missed him coming down the entryway. 

Look across the street, Joe texted. 

They shared a wave. 

Stay there. 

Joe ran across the street to meet him in the patio. Partially obscured to sidewalk 

pedestrians by the slats, Matthew squealed as Joe lifted him up so high he thought he was going 

to fall. Above his head, the bars enclosing the patio on either side met in an arch in the style of a 

Victorian birdcage. 

"And you are?" said Matthew as he was let down, feeling compelled to introduce himself 

to this apparent body-snatcher who, unlike Joe, was showing affection in public. 

Joe laughed, letting go of Matthew’s ass, saying, "I just got promoted—but then I didn't

—but then I did: Chief Chef!" Bestowing each syllable in his new rank equal weight. "And we're 

hiring a Chef de Partie who is—wait for it—you!"

Matthew looked over his shoulder as if to congratulate the more deserving party. "No."

"Yes."

"No."

"Yes." 

The volley continued for awhile: louder, louder, softer, softer—each mouth at last 

covered quiet by the other.

Feeling the hair through the fabric of Joe's uniform, Matthew said, "Oh, honey! I can't 

wait to learn all your tricks!" Streetlights woke. Hand to pearls, Matthew told Joseph the lamps 

were celebrating. 
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Joe tried not to think about how he would find time he didn’t have to train Matthew. He 

hadn’t factored in that task. "It’s a six-month internship, now, is that okay? You don’t have to 

answer—"

"Are you kidding? I—" A pause. Matthew’s heart was still thinking about Joe kissing him 

in public while his head had gone and quit his job, almost. He solved the inequality equation: a 

shit job for shit pay at a dream restaurant is greater or less or equal to a dream job for shit pay 

at his dream man’s restaurant? "That would be a yes," he said, almost unsure if the answer had 

happened out loud or in his mind-movie. 

"Congratulations, Chef de Partie!" Joe said, and sang, "I get no kick from champagne," 

imitating Matthew imitating Bublé imitating Sinatra—compensating with volume for lack of 

pitch—"Yet I get a kick out of you."

"Beautiful!" Matthew said over him to stop the vocal violence. His new boss was getting 

on his knees. "We absolutely cannot do that here."

Now the patio was their lodestar. Joe would remember the surveillance view from his 

table across the street at Crepevine. Matthew would remember being lifted up into the sky, his 

head almost touching the winding ivy. But these memories were not linked to the news of the job 

upgrades as much as to Joe’s current insertion of a ring on Matthew's finger (despite the fact that 

lawful marriage at this time was reserved for couples whose anatomical equipment didn't match): 

a stand-in engagement ring made of finely weaved rainbow carrot strips. 

Now life and mind-movie marched in sync to the tune of the street lamps belting gospel, 

according to Matthew.
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APRIL

Since the proposal and promotions, Joe and Matthew had ushered in a month’s worth of original 

bills of fare, during which time there was a twenty percent increase in restaurant intake and the 

couple’s intercourse. Joe found the addition of Matthew's position and Matthew's positions 

relaxing, or assumed he would find them relaxing when he had finished training Matthew on 

how best to perform his services. Then the executive chef's task of running a kitchen and creating 

an au courant menu would become far less—as Matthew had said it one morning—"Sisyphean." 

"Don’t call me a sissy," Joe had replied, tickling Matthew’s stomach. The sheets were 

baking in the early sidelight gushing through the open bedroom window. 

"Take it back," said Joe.

"I said Sisyphean, as in Sisyphus, the guy who rolls a boulder up a hill over and over."

"Thithyeuth?" said Joe, using sibilants, poking fun at or with. 

Hissing the consonants, Matthew whispered the cursed character’s name again, slithering 

his knee between Joe’s thighs. 
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"I’ll close the window," said Joe. The launch sequence had been activated.

"Don’t you dare," said Matthew, positioning himself on Joe’s thighs.

"You have to be quiet, then," said Joe starting what he would make sure ended in 

screams.

Matthew rewoke to the usual licks on his nose. Joe would have just fed Buster before 

heading out to the farmer’s market, and now the puppy, as Joe still called the three-year-old, was 

ready for his walk. Matthew scarfed down a slice of ham.

"Ah! Finally! Short sleeve weather, Buster! Doesn’t this feel good?" said Matthew. The 

day was so glorious they almost made it all the way up to Grizzly Peak Park. No stalls along the 

way, if you didn’t count a tiff with a Doberman, and you really oughtn’t, considering the little 

darling was off-leash. 

Rounding the corner to home, Buster sniffed a pill bug. "Aw, you like those, too? Such a 

sweet buddy," said Matthew. He let the bug slink onto his index finger and brought it to Buster’s 

nose. "It’s an Armadillidiidae!" Buster sniffed it again and licked it into his mouth like a frog. 

"Oh, no!" Probably Buster had smelt the ham on his fingers. "Ham makes everything good, right 

boy?" he said, playing with Buster’s ears. 

They got back to the apartment. Two poops and a pee Buster had made—A-. One poop 

for Matthew—B+. I must eat some carrots today, he thought. He got ready for work and 

squeezed past cardboard boxes in the doorway on his way out—he had moved out of his place in 

the Mission. He shut the apartment door and walked away from Buster’s production number of 

percussive door scratches and Mariah Carey whines from inside. He headed to work—three 

blocks down Cedar Street on a slope you could ski. 
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It had been so much easier living on this side of the bay for Matthew—caring for Buster, 

caring for the restaurant, not caring to care about much else. Including eating. Matthew had lost 

about ten pounds, what with the aerobic climbs uphill and the 18-hour days on his feet and 

walking Buster. Every ounce had seemed to have found its way to Joe’s waist. But, as is the case 

with the obesely tall, Joe’s extra padding had the minimal effect of making him seem less not-in-

your-league-in-a-million-years and more I’ll-take-a-shot. Or less gladiator and more Teddy Bear. 

Or less eye candy and more oversexed. But, to Joe’s view, everyone else was undersexed. When 

something delicious comes easy, it becomes expectation, like sunny weather, so the idea that 

others had to pursue superstitions, apps, food deprivation, exercise regimens, or prostitutes to get 

laid seemed as much of a bummer as a rainy day, which, to people basking in the sun like Joe, 

probably felt like a fiction. (Looked like rain today, Matthew thought, though sometimes that 

was just the way the clouds looked, he was learning.) Perhaps Joe’s scant empathy came from 

not a deficiency of feeling as much as lack of access to a certain struggle. Obliviousness was the 

curse of pure talent, not because of what you could do, but because there had never been a time 

when you couldn’t. Joe’s fiddle-dee-dee with randoms—events for which Matthew had an open 

invite—was not, he had learned, unsustainable behavior in the Bay Area. Saying "good morning" 

to the crossing guard, he thought, The sexy city proper, surrounded by the temperate ocean, 

hardly froze and hadn’t seen snow since ’36, so it was not too much of an exaggeration to say 

that the Summer of Love’s particular pollen still pixied the air, went Matthew’s supposition—his 

fairy tale life continuing to bleed into his real one. 

The smell of charred snapper greeted Matthew as he came in through the back entrance. 

Piano riffs came in from the dining room here and there. Not a melody, just noodles played one 
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note at a time, and a girl singing a song about longing to fall into the sky. She wasn’t trying very 

hard. You’re good, she seemed to be implying, you can listen or not, which was kind of perfect, a 

song that didn’t make you need to need it so much. 

Joe got Matthew set up at the chief chef station, as he had been doing on most Tuesdays. 

Pretty soon, the thinking was, Joe would be able to take weekday lunches off entirely, so the 

chief chef could level dinners. 

As usual, the kitchen got slammed a little after noon. Just as Matthew felt like he was 

getting out of the weeds with only a Basil Fettuccini with Asparagus in the queue, a giggle 

spritzed his ear. From his corner in the open kitchen he clocked and yelled at Monique, who was 

waiting to be seated with what looked like her parents or Mrs. and Mr. Laura Bush.

Hearing her summons, Monique zigged through the dining room to the side of the Chef’s 

Counter Matthew faced. She looked at his lapel, as if searching for a name-tag, or perhaps 

curious about the off-center buttons on his hospital-white uniform.

"From Orgo at Northwestern," Matthew yelled, as if his voice had to breach not only the 

twenty-foot-distance from which his set of burners was situated, but some invisible portal to his 

college life as well.

"Oh, Cashew! What are you—are you—"

Matthew looked around to confirm that no one was within earshot for the moment. 

"Chef," he lied.

"I assumed you'd be finding the cure for cancer or something."

"Cure for your hunger."

She sang two trombone sighs.
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"What are you up to?" he said.

"I’m in town to decorate Rita Moreno’s house in Marin, and I’m sourcing fabrics at the 

Design Center."

"What now?"

"April Fools! Berkeley. Master’s in History of Science," she said.

"Oh. Yuk, yuk. I thought you were going for chemistry."

"Yeah, no. We can’t all be savants. But full ride at Berkeley, so you can pinch me, you 

little bitch." She smiled, artificially white.

Looking at her skirt's stitch-work, Matthew was dubious that she’d needed financial 

assistance, but at least they were both fibbing at the same level.

"My grandparents are anxious to see me, so I'd better—"

"Oh, right. I'll make sure your food is extra tasty."

"I’ll reach out to you on the Gram."

"Yasss Queen!" he said. 

She scrunched her nose, perhaps smelling the burning garlic, perhaps surprised by his 

uncharacteristic turn of phrase, perhaps homophobic, perhaps about to sneeze, and then, as if on 

command, she did.

"Bless you," Matthew said, rebooting his spirit. "Talk soon."

"One hundred percent!"

"Sorry, I've got to—" he gestured to his skillet of blackened garlic and soggy vegetables.

"Yeah, me too—bye honeybunch." 

Matthew dumped the skillet's contents into the compost. 
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"Hey, hey, sugar, what's going on over there?" said Joe.

"Oh, yeah, that was a hot mess. Had the burner on too high."

"Yeah. Yeah. You know what I’m thinking in my head? Let's trade stations. That wine 

you're reducing is $38 a bottle, so, yeah. Next time, let's A: not flirt quite so long with customers 

and B: if you burn the garlic sauce, sift the wine out and start again with new veggies—a 

gajillion percent less expensive? Just giving you information, that's all." 

Matthew chirped, "Sure thing." Now would come the daily homily about chaos, he 

thought.

"Remember baby—perfect is the enemy of good enough. You need to be true to the dish 

you’re cooking not some fucking template in your head. Like this salmon here—I cut it short 

because it’s super thick but there’s less surface area for the sauce to absorb, so what are you 

going to do? Marinade injector to get the flavor inside. Shit like that. Go with you gut. So next 

time you see something off, look at what’s going right and improvise. Beer, tofu, raisins: the best 

things came from accidents 

"Like you?"

"What? Bastard."

Trading places, they both tried to do-si-do past, but, in a case of two wrongs making 

things unbearable, they kept coming nose to nose until Matthew made a grand gesture with his 

arm in the manner of a foot-servant presenting Cinderella to the ball. Joe made their secret sound 

and tickled his tummy as Matthew scampered by. 

At the salad station Matthew factored out his shame by doing the actual calculations: his 

mistake had cost the restaurant only $1.23, rounding up. 
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"We good?" said Joe.

"Yeah. I’m making Tuna Caesar and Shrimp Niçoise today?" he said, reversing the 

proteins, half-joking, half-asshole.

Joe opened his mouth, but a waiter, as if Joe’s ventriloquist, yelled over the food counter, 

"Matt! Bro! Back on salads? Brutal." This server, Greg, often dropped food but had CalBears 

immunity. Stanley had season tickets. The waiter would explain his butterfingers as a football 

injury, as if the food decorating the floor was blessed to have been touched by a backup backup 

quarterback. 

"Gregory, FYI, my name is Matthew, not Matt." 

"Matt, my name is Greg, not Gregory."

"Stop being a dick, Greg," said Joe. "That's my job." He smiled a million dollars to 

Matthew.

Matthew juiced an orange as if too strenuous a task to return the glance. 

"Matthew," said Greg slowly, as if sounding it out.

"What."

 "Table three wants the cheese, anchovies, croutons, and shrimp on the side."

"Salad bar for one?" Matthew said.

"Hey! That's exactly how the customer put it!"

Matthew had no interest in prolonging a conversation with Greg's brain, but he did have 

to stop looking at those lips. Greg was like Sleeping Beauty’s Prince to Joe, The Beast. You 

surrendered to Greg your body for his kiss, but you surrendered to Joe your kiss for his body. 

There. Monique's ingredients were arranged: a recreation of what Matthew remembered her 
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getting at Rodolfo's On The Lake. They had gone there for Monique’s birthday party after an 

afternoon pig-dissection lab. He started mincing his fennel faster. Nostalgic in the way juveniles 

can be—feeling months like years—he missed those days. Camelot. His intellect firing on all 

cylinders. Hell, not just his intellect—his mojo. Matthew grabbed an onion and dissected the 

bulb like a pig's heart.

***

Matthew got the head chief station back to himself while Joe, as usual took the afternoon shift 

walking Buster. After preparing the specials, Matthew headed to the waiter meeting for the 

dinner shift with one plate in each hand and the third balanced on his forearm.

Matthew heard Helene, he thought, talking in the distance, behind a curtain muffling her 

speech. Her speaking voice was buttery. Matthew backed between two curtains into Sideboard’s 

banquet room where, yes, it was none other than Helene standing with a knee resting on one of 

the chrome chairs. "Argo you are a Goddamn dirty dog!" She sounded like an organ playing the 

Sex Pistols. She reached behind her head to check the spider-web bun-cover buttressing her dark 

red hair. "You are lying."

Argo said, "It’s true, it just happened two hours ago!" Greg was mum in the corner 

studying the wine list. 

"Oh, welcome back Harry," Matthew said, unloading the evening specials at the end of 

the cherry-wood table—big enough to seat the Von Trapp Family and a few Lost Boys. As usual, 

the 4:30 waiter meeting was about to start at 4:45. "How was—"

"Cabo," said Harry. "Deevine." 

"Grandpa brought in, like actual pictures, like Kindergarten show and tell!" said Helene. 
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Harry waved them like a fan. The oldest waiter on earth was how Harry often described himself 

out loud to relieve his young colleagues from having to keep it in themselves. 

"Romoranteen," Greg said to himself polluting his looks with his French. "Malvoys." 

Romoratin. Malvoisie: Matthew saw the words on his mental snapshot of the wine list. 

"What are you talking about Willis?" said Helene.

"Excuse me, what did you just say?" said Argo. "Did you just add five thousand syllables 

to 'What you talkin' 'bout Willis? There are crackers and there are crackers. Man."

"As Saltiney as they come. Bite me," said Helene.

"I’ll give you my doctor’s number. Argo out."

"Dude, I love you," said Greg.

Matthew said, "Mehl-voowah-ZEE. Reh-moh-ra-TA," correcting Greg’s wine 

enunciation while looking at his own lap.

"Look at you, Matthew, getting all assertive, you tell him how it’s done," said Helene, 

making Matthew smile without knowing it. Her barmaid demeanor matched her barmaid bust 

today, accentuated by the dryer-shrunk white button-down she wore today. She wasn’t stocky, 

though, just sturdy, in the same way that she wasn’t an ingenue, but not yet a matron—she was 

perfect.

"I’m just trying to help," Matthew said to Greg, modulating his voice a little deeper. "Je 

suis à votre disposition." 

"Greg, I’ll translate," said Helene. "You are mentally rit—"

"Helene, you can’t say that word!" said Argo. "You’re fired."

Groans. "That girl is so wrong," Greg said to Harry, whose hands covered his face. 
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"Listen, Matthew" said Greg. "Wait. I got this. Blank Foomeh day Foomeh."

"I just threw up in my mouth," said Helene.

"Blanc Fumé de Pouilly," Matthew pictured, where it was printed near the top of the 

second page. "Close. Blahnk Foo-MEH duh Poo-LEE," he said, mellifluous. 

Helene clapped her hands in front of Argo’s face as she said his name: "Argo! Tell 

Professor Higgins here what happened or I will," Helene said. 

"What if he tells GI Joe?" Argo said. Matthew thought of him as a kind of C3PO, never 

quite on the same wavelength as everyone else, except funnier, and not as tall. But he had a face 

just as blank that lived between handsome and not, likable and not. Then, Matthew thought, Am I 

the C3PO? Argo sat back and crossed his wiry arms against his wiry body and said, "I’m 

embarrassed."

Helene pointed at Argo. "You are advertising and you know it." 

"Okay," said Argo, who was filling Tabasco bottles to the brim. "Here’s what happened. I 

finally got off my parents insurance, so I had to get a physical at Kaiser as you do, and my GP—

hot—was, you know, handling my coin purse and I got…you know." He demonstrated with a 

bottle of Tabasco. 

Imitating his low deadpan voice, Helene grabbed the bottle from him and said, "Does this 

thing still work?" and started to mime a hand job and it fell. She picked it up off of a big 

carnival-red triangle section of an ’80s-retro rug that reached across the room under the waiters’ 

black sneakers with abstract shapes in flashlight yellow, aquamarine, and red—now with 

Tabasco-orange accents. 

"Helene, there are things that you’ll never understand," said Harry, who was side-eyeing 
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the specials he’d be describing to patrons. He wasn’t ancient, thought Matthew, but perhaps he 

was at the age in which a word met his tongue not a moment before it was needed. 

"Give me that, you bully," Argo said to Helene, snatching back the bottle. "Matthew, a 

word to the wise: empty the chamber before you get a physical."

"The more you know," Helene sang.

"What did you do?" said Matthew, thinking the story was a lie but not wanting it to end. 

"What could I do? I just kept thinking, 'Dead puppies, dead puppies,'" said Argo. 

"Granny’s saggy tits, that’s what you focus on," said Greg, looking up from the wine list. 

"Exactly," said Harry. "Trying not to think about it makes it worse. Johnny likes a dare," 

said Harry.

"But following that line of reasoning," Helene said, "then you’d all be excited now."

Silence. 

"Jesus. Please tell me you’re not," she said.

Silence. "Anyways," Argo said, widening his eyes, "my doctor says, 'Should I take care 

of that for you?'" 

"Thanks, Obamacare." said Greg.

Helene said, "And I’m saying kuh-ching-kuh-ching. Lawsuit! You just got your ass 

harassed!" She looked at Matthew for a sign of shock, so he kept his face in neutral.

"Humble brag," said Harry in a queeny monotone. 

Fernando came in, fussing around the bulky burgundy curtains. In a way, everyone was 

forced to make some sort of awkward sitcom entrance.

"How was rehearsal?" said Argo, setting him up. 
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Fernando smiled—the only feature to write home about, but even Shakespeare might not 

have been up to that task. "Eh. I got cut from the park number. They need a geranium with a 

better pirouette." At Berkeley Rep downtown Argo and he were rehearsing Dalloway 2024: A 

Rock ’n Roll Fantasia. 

Freddy flared open the curtains but dropped his meeting face, not seeing a quorum. Like 

second graders when a teacher arrives, the banter split into side-conversations. Like flies, Argo, 

Greg, and Fernando gossiped on the far end of the room near the modest-sized window; Harry 

showed off his Alaskan cruise pictures to Freddy, who sat next to him at the table’s head; and 

Helene, at the room’s center under an Ansel Adams picture of Half Dome, modulated into 

business mode with Matthew across from her. "Get my email?" she asked.

"No." 

She briefed him about venues and dates, which Matthew took to understand two things: 

she apparently had a side-hustle as a wedding sherpa, and Joe had hired her.

"Paradise Cove Park works for me. By the by, I’m pleased as a pixie stick that you can 

coordinate," he said in the wan tone of old news, lest she suspect he had been left out of the loop. 

"Saturday, June 29th sounds good to me. Do you think that gives us enough time?"

"Three Months? I feel like you’re setting me up for failure. That may not be enough time 

to book Wilson Phillips."

"What?"

"Bridesmaids? Dude, you have to get out more. Is Buster going to be your ring bearer?"

"Flower girl."

"That’s gonna up my fee to twenty dollars," she said, wiggling the underside of her 
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fingers.

"Do you have an installment plan?"

"Sure. One cent a day for twenty years." 

"More like two years eight months and six days."

"Okay, rain man."

Freddy interrupted. "Matthew, is this firebrand calling you names?"

"I hear congratulations are in order," Harry said to Matthew. Apparently Freddy had just 

filled him in. 

"Need any advice, Harry’s your girl. She’s been with Cliff since the Pleistocene Era."

"You and Joe are monogamous?" said Fernando.

"Oh, God no," says Matthew. 

"But you will be," said Argo.

"Why?" said Matthew.

"Because that’s what commitment means!" said Helene.

"Let’s reframe. What if we took obligation out of the matrimonial equation and replaced 

it with intent. I have no illusions about our impulses," said Matthew. "We evolved from primates 

who in turn evolved from reptiles. Two of you now are looking at the fettuccini special and not 

at me talking to you. That’s normal. Intellect co-exists with appetite. And as Joe matures into the 

age people already think he is, I can’t imagine that fewer men will be throwing themselves at 

him than now, and I want no part in policing that nor do I want to deny myself my own playpen."

"English, Einstein," said Greg.

"Okay. We’re not cementing a commitment to monogamy, but a commitment to love," 
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said Matthew. "Marriage implies a moral imprisoning of body to body, but we want our 

ceremony—which we have the luxury, or lack of privilege, however you want to see it—to be a 

celebration of the soul: a liberation of two spirits into one."

"Ew, that’s nasty," said Argo.

"Can I steal that pickup line?" said Greg.

"That sounds messy. TBH, this is making me sad," said Helene, mussing Matthew’s hair. 

"Are you sure you two need to bring in randoms? You two look so happy."

"Translation: horny," said Greg.

"Who’s the top?" said Argo.

"We’re both tops, but I—"

"See, Helene," said Argo, "There’s your answer."

Freddy stood and said, "Employees, on behalf of the HR department could we please 

limit the gossip to first base?" He pulled back the curtain, looking for the two stragglers. 

From where Matthew sat, he could see that Joe was back in the kitchen unwrapping sauce 

bins. Funny, he thought, that as soon as Joe and he had decided to open their relationship up to 

thirds, strangers stopped catching his eye. But there were strangers inside of Matthew’s body still 

coming out—digging his nails into Joe’s barrel of a thigh, an angling of the lower back as a 

response to the first languid thrusts, crying for more and more still after Joe had reached full 

throttle, coming without touching himself. It was like adding vocabulary words in a new 

language, sexual sophistication was. In the end, Matthew always let Joe take the reins to the 

gratification of both, nearly. The couple had decades to explore, though, Matthew thought—and 

of course there were their third-wheel hookups he could start fucking. 
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Fernando whispered to Argo, "Girl, tell me about that guy with the green plaid shirt at 17 

last night. I was so mad when he got seated at your section." 

"Who?"

"Red hair, blue silk shirt. Grrr," said Fernando.

"Oh, yeah. Dude, I would have eaten his ass all the way to Sunday," said Argo. "I saw 

your gentleman friend during the rush."

"I’m going to let you serve that dude the next time he comes in," said Fernando.

"What he go and do?" said Argo.

"He wanted me to go over to his place last night, but I pulled a double yesterday, so I 

said, 'tomorrow night,' and he’s like, yeah, I have a fund raiser in white tie. And I’m like, so? It’s 

not like I don’t have a penguin suit. And he’s like yeah, let’s be real, there’s just an expected 

level of tailoring and style you will never be able to afford." 

"No he did not," said Argo.

"You know what? I’m so fucking tired of all these gay games," he said maintaining a cool 

tone, but not a low volume. Matthew looked at Fernando surreptitiously, like when you read 

something sympathetic in an interpretive sign at the zoo and look back at the animal anew. 

Matthew noticed that Fernando had a deep crease in his neck, the only trace on his body that he 

had once carried a lot of weight.

"Man, that’s just wrong," said Argo. Fernando looked at everyone looking at him, 

including Freddy, who now said, "Specials!"—starting the meeting without the quorum to shift 

the mood. 

Notepads plopped on the table, and the last two waiters slipped in between the wall and 
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the maroon curtain. "Now it’s a party. Nice of you to join us," Freddy said. 

"Anyone have an extra pen?" Greg said. 

"You should have five pens," said Freddy—and Helene lip-synced along with him—"One 

to lose, one to break, one to dry out, one to lend, one to use." He held up one of the specials like 

an auctioneer. "Take it away Matthew."

Matthew spoke slowly, "Controfiletto chargrilled over rosemary branches erbette saltate, 

that’s e-r-b-e-t-t-e, and baked cannellini. Twenty-two." Using his iPhone, Fernando was the only 

one typing rather than scribbling. "Steelhead salmon grilled with crème fraîche crushed purple 

Peruvian fingerlings, arugula and lime zest. Eighteen. Chocolate pistachio torta. Pistachio 

gremolata, kumquats, Swiss pistachio gelato. Fourteen. 

"Sell 'em up," said Freddy, "Oh. 86 quince tarts and we only got—two?"

"Three," said Matthew.

"Three. Three veal cutlets left." 

Helene hissed.

"I know, Helene, but what can I say? Those puppies sell. Okay, dig in." 

The crew started passing around and sampling the specials. Between bites, the waiters 

asked Freddy follow-up questions—"How much for the torte?" "How do you spell kumquat?" 

"What kind of trout?" and, again, "How much for the torte?"

"Enough!" Freddy said, resolute. The waiters stopped chewing. "If you have any other 

questions, talk to your captain." (Helene pointed to herself with her thumbs.) "Or take a class in 

the culinary arts that you are getting paid to sell. And on the subject, uniforms and sanitation are 

below industry standard, my friends. Get it together." He aimed his glances strategically: 
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"Aprons spotless" (Argo); "Button-down collars on those white shirts" (Greg); "I want to see my 

reflection in your shoes" (Fernando).

"Hot," said Argo, his mouth full of torte.

"Stand up," Freddy said to Argo. 

"What?" said Argo.

"Inspection."

"Okay…"

"Black or blue—make a choice."

"Excuse me?"

"Your socks."

"Oh, got it. Won’t happen again. Sir."

"Have a seat," said Freddy. "Let’s do this."

The waiters chanted, "S-I-D, E-B-O, A-R-D."

"What does that spell?"

"Your momma!" the waiters said.

Freddy beamed. "Go get 'em, folks. Up-sell that Riesling tonight." Freddy left with a 

flourish through the curtains. 

The waiters looked down at their clothes. "What bee got into his—" Argo stopped 

himself from continuing, remembering Harry was in the room. 

Matthew collected the forks and plates. 

Helene tied back the curtains with a yellow velvet rope hooked to the walls to adjoin the 

alcove to the dining area.
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"Never seen him that angry," said Matthew to Harry, following him to his section of two 

four-tops. Harry evened out his tablecloths, pulling down a bit here and there. "He should be 

angry like that every day, by rights." Harry tilted his head towards the banquet room. Matthew 

followed him in. Harry walked with a quiet footfall, as if entering a side-chapel or a mausoleum. 

"Twenty-five years ago, Freddy was a San Francisco socialite," Harry said, looking out the 

window to the street. Matthew looked, too, just to do something, having made peace with the fact 

now that the elderly used him as a sad story depository. He didn’t mind, now that he knew he just 

had that effect on people—they weren’t asking him to do anything. They were asking him to do 

nothing.

Outside the window, Matthew checked out the line: a stout man reading a book, two 

college girls in volleyball gear, and two women of indiscriminate ages—one sporting an 

elegantly tied scarf, the other using an umbrella as a cane. Low. Usually around eight waited to 

get in. Matthew noticed that the membership age for women of a certain seniority was higher 

here than Illinois. One needed to look no further than the House Minority Leader—the patron 

saint of SF socialites—who had just celebrated the 36th anniversary of her 36th birthday.

"Freddy’s parents died in a ferry crash when he was at Yale. No other family, so he 

inherited a shit ton, but then he gets the diagnosis." He ran his hand through his thick white 

mane.

No wonder Freddy’s face had those scars—early antiretrovirals, Matthew thought. Why 

were his shoulders starting to move up and down with his breath? I am a scientist, thought 

Matthew. Was. He knew the facts about AIDS, and yet he felt betrayed—no, disappointed—no, 

disgusted—oh. He knew what he was. He knew what he was. Matthew sat in the chair nearest 
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the dining room at the long, empty table. His back was to the kitchen, to keep himself from 

knowing when he might be needed—which was probably now, but he wanted to hear this. And 

didn’t. Freddy had not been immune to AIDS, just as Matthew was not immune to fear. Not 

totally without reason—a pathogen only springs alive in what it’s born to kill, Matthew thought. 

What he felt that he was was superior, a caste above. And yet he felt not like a Regina George, 

simply looking away from what must not be acknowledged. Extraction gnarled his gut.

"He withdraws from college. This is ’87, ’88, somewhere in there," Harry was saying, 

going from place setting to place setting, putting in order with what had already been dealt with. 

"Freddy gets his hands on every experimental drug. And he’s loaded now, so he can and does. In 

those days, everyone was saying, 'Fuck it,' cashing out, quitting their jobs, traveling the world, 

before—. So Freddy lives it up, and the millions he can’t spend he bequeaths to friends, business, 

charities, infected prostitutes. He pays forward the anticipated medical bills, plans the most 

fabulous funeral at the Palace of Fine Arts. Good God. I wish I could have seen it. Shit. I didn’t 

mean it like that." He said, "Pooh, pooh, pooh," quickly into his hands, pretending to spit.

"No, I get it."

"You can guess the rest," said Harry.
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"One of the experimental antiretroviral therapies works too well."

"Right. But. He can’t tell anyone. The FDA hasn’t approved it yet, and he’s already 

outlived his money. I don’t know where he went, but two years later, when everyone could get 

AZT and the deaths stopped happening. I’ll never forget it. October 2, 1990. I was coming down 

from the balcony at the Castro theatre and he was at the concession stand getting popcorn. I 

missed a stair. There he was. It was a ghost. In some ways he was a ghost. Still is." Harry looked 

at the back of the hostess while she sat one of his tables, and his face fell slightly when she 

moved away to reveal the scarf and umbrella ladies. "I don’t need to wait tables. But nursing? I’ll 

tell you something. People are kinder in pain than they are in hunger. But if I’m free and Freddy 

needs a shift? I’m here. He was—very generous to his friends." Harry squeezed one of his palms 

into the top of a chair. 

Was this gesture a tell? thought Matthew. Had they been lovers? 

"Freddy was born to live like a prince." Harry walked to his customers and said lightly, 

"If I were him I’d be screaming every goddamn minute of every goddamn day." 

Matthew went to his station in the kitchen, but he hadn’t any orders yet. He set two iron 

cast griddles—heavier than usual—on the stove and turned up the heat. Joe was to his right and a 

little in front of him, stuffing ramekins with carrot purée. Matthew wanted to shrink himself, hop 

in Joe’s back pocket, and curl up in there. In the dining room, Matthew could see what Harry was 

getting at. Freddy was surveying the room, focused on nothing in particular, his gaze just above 

the riffraff, as if deciphering his little kingdom’s thought bubbles. Yes, downgrades were hell, 

Matthew did know something about this. He missed the copper pans from Chez Tonton—the 

speed with which they responded to temperature adjustments increased accuracy, saved time. He 
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missed school—collecting "A’s" in college like action figures. He looked at the order printer. It 

stared right back. Matthew poured grapeseed oil in one pan, eyeballing a tablespoon. Then he 

measured an actual tablespoon of oil into the other pan. He compared the approximated 

tablespoon with the other pan’s measured allotment. He had underestimated. Again. By a lot. In 

the dining room, a customer was dictating his order to Argo, who was enthusiastically nodding. It 

was common knowledge that Harry got the best tips because he could care less about his 

customers. There was a lesson in there somewhere. The food runner pimped out dishes he rolled 

around on a cart. The cork flooring absorbed the sound of the wheels, and, in a cheeky design 

move, one of the walls near the section that Greg was working today close to the bar was a floor-

to-ceiling general-store-style cork board curated with polaroids of dishes labelled with a fine-

pointed Sharpie, as if in an art gallery: Spinach and Pancetta Pinwheels (April, 2011), Plum-

stuffed Aebleskivers (June, 2010). The rest of the walls were of distressed concrete with four 

windshield-size photographs: the view from Indian Rock—a fog rolling up to Emeryville with a 

few choice bridges and skyscrapers poking up above a submerged San Francisco; the original 

restaurant kitchen staff in sepia—posed for a line-up in prison uniforms, each holding a placard 

with the name of their favorite vegetable; a cow being milked by a peasant boy against a dull 

violet sky; and a visual acuity chart—the kind you’d find on the wall in an ophthalmologist’s 

office—but here, rather than being random, the letters spelled the names of beat poets. The 

printer spat out an order. Go time. Matthew wrung his hand around the oil bottle’s neck to correct 

the amount in the first pan. Or he could just let it be.

***

A nasty, nasty riff tore through the speakers during a lull in the customers’ roar. "You tell 'em, 
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Amy," said Argo. There were six tables left—talkers in town for a linguistics convention. Argo—

tonight’s closer—was standing there trying to interrupt the customers to ask them if they wanted 

anything else or to go fuck themselves. 

Joe shifted gears between cleaning up, preparing the final dishes of the night, 

brainstorming ideas for tomorrow with Matthew, and shooting the shit with his staff who were in 

a similar mode: wined-up and winding down. "That was great," Joe said, to Matthew, by way of 

dismissal. 

Matthew tried to avoid assigning himself a grade based on Joe's tone in the kitchen—or 

in bed. 

Joe was getting better and better at making sure he relieved Matthew from his shift before 

impatience arrived. His honey sported a dexterous mind, sure, but was not as blessed in the flesh

—Joe had mentioned this to a random lay this afternoon between shifts. He wasn’t complaining 

as much as dispassionately disclosing, the way lotharios use sex as cheap therapy.

Matthew opened a Pilsner and sat at the chef’s counter, free of its tasting menu customers 

at this late hour. Perpendicular to the bar, the counter had a pornographically revealing view of 

the kitchen. Freddy sidled up on a stool next to Matthew. Joe squatted under his work counter to 

place a bin of chicken stock on a shelf below, where he could do surveillance on the proximity of 

his manager’s legs to his fiancée’s. Kosher. 

Freddy said, "Hey, you want to go running tomorrow? It’s going to be nice." He was on 

his fourth last screwdriver. 

"Golden Gate Park?" said Matthew.

"Yep—my running club."
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"Absolutely. Never been."

"Fantabulous," said Freddy.

Stacking pots, Joe could almost hear them. He forced himself to remember the extra zero 

in his paycheck. 

Cued into Joe’s ire by the fact that the chef had now Saran-wrapped the radicchio in 

eighteen layers, Freddy said to the chef, "I bet it’s our best sales night yet—I mean for a 

Tuesday." 

"You’re like the qualifier king," said Matthew. "'Our best head-count yet—imagine if we 

weren't down one waiter.'" 

Joe chimed in: "'A perfect cassoulet—too bad we ran out of the Beaujolais.'"

"'Reservations are full today, but mostly two-tops,'" said Matthew." Give us one piece of 

unqualified good news. I dare you. I dare you." 

Freddy said, "Okay. Here goes. Hollywood ending: tonight we sold three cases of 

Peroni."

Matthew and Joe cheered.

"—but Greg dropped one. Sorry I can’t do it."

"You know what? I’m going to go watch a dog poop," said Matthew. On his way out, Joe 

slapped his butt. 

"Harassment," said Argo, droll, leaning on the edge of the counter and killing the 

loitering customers with his eyes. 

Freddy got off his stool and patiently let his buzz think hard about the concept of walking 

before brightening the dimmers mounted on the iron girder support at the center of the dining 
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room. He switched the playlist on the host stand iPod from "Midnite jazz swamp" to "Butt rock." 

The new song didn’t splice as much as course-correct the old one: Two drifters off to see the 

world…Carry on my wayward son.

Argo orbited the customers like a cheetah. 

Back at the counter, Freddy let something slip to Joe, counting turnips. Marian had said 

that not under any circumstances should Freddy promote Joe when she left. 

"Huh?"

Freddy said, "Advadant. Amadant. Adamant she was." 

Joe laughed, twirled a towel in his hand and ground his hips to Kansas’ electric guitar 

break. 

Freddy stopped himself from sharing Marian's reason for denying her apprentice his 

promotion, remembering not what she said but the tone in which she had said it.

Joe had thought he had had a nostalgic moment with Marian at the dumpster when she 

summarized their time together. But perhaps the tobacco addict had hung back from her grand 

adieu not to honor the youth who had given her three years of his fucking life as much as to 

enjoy smoking out her last fag. "Freddy," said Joe conspiratorially, "Marian hired me as chief 

chef before she left." 

"What?"

"Yeah. She fake-hired me. Why?"

Freddy shrugged. An eruption of laughter came from the dining room and the scraping of 

chairs. 

Was she scared I’d go after her or something? Joe thought. He could pop off when a 
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customer returned a steak charred to perfection or at a prep cook who’d included a sticker in a 

bowl of chopped fruit, but usually he cursed out himself—had he ever crossed the line?

Argo ran outside to reunite a sport coat with its owner. 

"Devil in a halo," said Freddy in a close-lipped smile. Joe wasn't sure if Freddy’s crack 

was meant for Marian or himself—after all, he felt like he had, considering Freddy's disclosure, 

gotten away with something. 

"Read it and weep boss," said Argo, finally handing the night’s receipts to Freddy. 

"Thanks Argo, see you at lunch," said Freddy, starting to calculate the evening’s gross on 

a Texas Instruments calculator faded to urine yellow. 

Argo took off his apron, snuck up behind Joe, twisted his nipple and ran out the back 

door. 

Freddy handed the total to Joe, who said, "Very funny."

"Not an April Fool’s joke—we sold more tonight than any other shift in Sideboard’s 

history—on a Tuesday!" 

Joe placed the paper on the counter as delicately as phyllo dough. "Come on, what’s the 

catch." 

"I’m stymied. Hollywood ending. Full stop. What does it feel like to be a success?" said 

Freddy, going in for the bro hug. 

So deeply steeped in his personal underdog narrative, Joe had no reply at the ready other 

than tears, and that wasn’t happening.

***

Joe was so late coming in that Buster didn’t stir. He went to the couch and put a bookmark in The 
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Hitchhiker’s Guide where it had fallen asleep on Matthew's bald chest. He placed his ape-sized 

palm on the sleeper's prematurely lined brow like a suction. Buster snored under the coffee table. 

Joe picked up his buddy to bring him to his bed, but he scampered away, whimpering, trying to 

limp something off, and that was when Joe saw the grape stems on the coffee table. Joe ran with 

Buster in his arms to the car, waiting until he had slammed the car doors shut to give Matthew 

the riot act in absentia. Meanwhile, the grapes' poison had almost decommissioned Buster’s 

remaining working kidney.

***

Outside the pet hospital, Joe sat on the humid curb, head in arms, watching the sun rise as if it 

didn't care. Such a good booboo. What was he going to do, if? Not fair. Was it Friday? Joe should 

have been at the Old Oakland Farmer's Market already. He could hear Marian saying, "Allowing 

in a little sloppiness is the beginning of the avalanche." Bitch. When she made that kind of dig, 

Joe would often crack up Argo by taking a knife a pretending to get stabby once she turned her 

back. Just pretending. Except that one time she turned back around too soon and caught him, 

knife in air. Joe squinted. How soon was that before she left?

U out w Buster? Matthew texted Joe. 

Right. Matthew would usually be walking him by now. The accidental poisoner was still 

in the dark. He texted back, Yeah, got him don’t wait for me c u at SB. Not quite a lie, not quite 

the truth. "Matthew," he said out loud to tell him to clog the universe’s machinery and keep 

yesterday today. It was the least that boy could do.

***

"Wondering when you'd get here. Best that's left." Caroline said in the shade of the Okey-Yoke 
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Farm tent. She handed Joe a carton of tomatoes that looked like one side had beaten the other to 

a pulp. 

"Oh, Caroline, I'm afraid I can't use these." Joe sensed something near the asparagus—a 

man serving him eyebrow. 

"Yes. No, I know," said Caroline, taking them back.

"Happens," said Joe to the eyebrow across the tent. 

"We can only control so much, Joseph. I was breaking in a new tarot deck and—wait, are 

you okay?" 

His nose pulled to his shoulder, Joe said, "No, yeah, have a good week."

"Goddess bless," she said. 

"God—see ya." 

His feet sandbagging through heat and dread, Joe prioritized ease over scarcity, buying 

the right things in the wrong order. Jocelyn’s duck eggs were gone by the time he got to Chick 

Pick. Joe heard a string of obscenities fly across the table from his mouth. He apologized to the 

vendor and blamed it on Buster. Or was going to, but crying usually just led to a conversation 

about how to have a conversation about having a conversation. Joe didn't have that kind of time

—he had to make duck eggs without duck eggs. The traumas of past shifts gone wrong hardened 

under his shoulder blades. Thirty minutes behind here meant longer lines at Berkeley Bowl, 

which would make him an hour behind—things snowballing from there. 

Joe hopped in his truck. Soufflés falling, knives slicing through fingers, hangry customers 

abandoning their tables, pennies tipped, chefs fired, fiancées lost; hypothetical calamities at least 

kept him from thinking about Buster’s coma. Now was a good time to call Matthew about 
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Buster, so he didn't. He drove out of the parking lot. Now was a good time. Joe remembered the 

gist of his conversation with Matthew about the subject: "good" meant "nice." Playing nice 

meant trying not to look like an asshole, which in turn meant you were a fake. Joe was many 

things—many things bad. Bad in ways he probably didn't know yet—the way he had to keep 

ahead of trouble like it was body odor. What he did know, and knew it mother-fucking well, was 

he was no fake. What kind of spouse would he be if he started acting like a fake to his honey? He 

didn't want to talk about Buster. Period. He felt like saying "coma" out loud might threaten 

Buster's chances, or break Matthew. By not saying it, a shielded crevice in his heart could remain 

unaware, helping Joe through the next minute, then the next. 

Sissy. Pussy, his father yelled in his head. He climbed the Highway 24 onramp. "Manic 

Monday," sang his phone—Stanley.

"Hey, Joe. Forewarning you. Marian's visiting the restaurant tonight." 

"Of course she is. See you tonight."

Another call was coming in—the vet. 

"I didn't catch that," Stanley said loudly, perhaps giving his employee another shot at 

civility. "Joe, are you still—?"

 "Breaking up." He hung up on Stanley and took his vet’s call. 

The not possible. 

Did he want the body? Things slowed down. Red taillights rippled towards. 

He broke. 

***

On her third lemon drop, Marian sidled up to her chef's counter, as she still called it, Joe noticed 
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while plating veal. Over the Friday rush, Marian shouted to the companion she had brought, 

"Joe's success is yet another example of an attractive man finding success based on looks—story 

of my life." Joe heard, everybody heard, because their ears were young and their eyes aimed at 

the revered food critic to her side. "Dry these Tumplings!" she said, "What was I—oh, right: Joe. 

Truth be told, his swagger in the kitchen—is that the word? Machismo?—boosts productivity 

among the staff in a way that my—shall we say—feminine charm ends up diminishing, despite 

the fact that I'm empirically superior. Don't give me that face! Okay—before you call me an 

egotist, you should know I can be quite hard on myself. I can—off the record, my palate with 

cheese, for instance—ghastly. Oh, look, look, look: see how Joe plates that tenderloin. No élan, 

no story in the ingredients. I don't know. I don't know. But God, these dumplings. Have you 

tried? Have to admit—outstonishing." 

Marian spooned two wontons out of a pond of chili oil and beef broth freckled with dill, 

mint, and chives. She put one on her friend’s plate and chewed the other like chew, taking 

inventory: made of dough stretched tissue-thin, brushed with butter, and assembled in three 

layers to assume the shape of a rose, the dumpling encased ground pork seasoned with ginger, 

fermented spices, plum sauce, and—something else, for which Marian demanded an answer 

from her protégé.

"Chef's secret," Joe said, slicing through a swine.

Marian held her knife up towards him like a switchblade. "Tell me."

***

Not too much later, it seemed, the way busy nights go, Joe and Matthew dropped off five plastic 

bags of unused bread, couscous and lesser grains inside St. Stephen’s narthex (the church’s food 
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bank had given Matthew the door code). The rest of the way home, they traded gossip about 

Argo’s new boyfriend (hung, shady, 58), debriefed the new dishes, brainstormed about the 

commitment ceremony, and, most importantly, debated the pros and cons of Joe declaring 

himself a Slytherin. Joe was so out of it he spoke English like an eighth language. They turned 

on their smartphone flashlights and started up a hidden wooden staircase that cut between houses 

along the hill—a brutal climb, but it shaved off two minutes and nineteen seconds. 

Joe unlocked the apartment door and, huffing, said, "Honey," as if squeezing it out of the 

door handle.

"Are you okay?" Matthew said. 

"I should have told you before, but—"

Matthew said something in his throat.

Joe finally opened the door. 

The alarm. 

Matthew's mind was disarmed, but his finger somehow punched the code. Silence. What 

was Joe about to say? Did he want to open up their Thursday-three-ways to women? Had 

Matthew overdressed the duck? Mother of God, please no vaginas. Was Joe in debt? Was his real 

first name Alistair? Did a vagina feel like a baked potato? Joe sat gravely in the "Buster! Down!" 

chair. Matthew took the end of the sofa furthest from Joe, as if the more inches it took for the 

news to reach him, the better it might be. 

Between them, Joe's phone spasmed. Freddy. Joe said, "I should—" 

"Right," Matthew barked, as a moral reinforcement to Joe, who headed to the kitchen, 

where work calls were allowed to take place. Matthew hit the couch arm and called for Buster. 
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Oh, he’d be asleep on his throne at the foot of their bed by now: "12:15 a.m.," the TV's 

screensaver read, appearing in the lower-left corner of a picture that dissolved from Shanghai's 

skyline to a cactus with upraised arms in the petrified forest. 

Freddy's tinny voice on speakerphone in the kitchen reminded Matthew to tell Joe that 

he'd be getting up early to try out Freddy’s running club. 

Matthew texted Joe his morning agenda as if he was still at the restaurant, because wasn't 

he mentally, always? Time for a coconut popsicle.

He heard Freddy saying to Joe, "Marian's guest tonight was—"

"I know," said Joe, wiping invisible crumbs off the counter.

"From the Chron," said Freddy.

"And?" said Joe.

 "He's publishing the wonton dish you made tonight in the 'Fifty SF Foods to Fight 

Foodie FOMO.'" 

A scream.

"I know! Too exciting!" said Freddy, assuming the yelp had come from an elated Joe 

rather than a shocked Matthew, seeing the popsicles in the freezer next to Buster's face.

***

The end was in view, to the right of an oval-shaped pond full of remote-controlled boats. 

Matthew was crying and asked Freddy where he would hang a taxidermied dog head. Freddy led 

Matthew to the side after they crossed the finish line. As men of a certain beauty decelerated, 

Freddy gave Matthew the color commentary: "Michael R.—old, but loaded, but sober; Michael 

J.—jacked, but stupid, but poly; Michael N.—deaf, but hung, but partnered—" 
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"But, But, Goose," Matthew thought, naming Freddy’s rhetorical game. He thought about 

how the runners crossing the finish looked like shrimp hitting water in a pot as they slowed. 

Indulging this bemusement, he tilted his head to the right and viewed the people on a vertical 

plane as the last four crossed the finish. 

The turnout for the QueerRunners races today was huge: the chapter would be sending 

the three athletes with the best overall time today to the 30th AIDS Honolulu 10K fundraiser in 

October. Summer camp cliques of women and men formed on Doughboy Meadow, which sloped 

to form a massive gully surrounded on the west by a eucalyptus grove, on the north by a fenced-

in children's playground, on the south by public restrooms (some called it a playground of its 

own), and on the east by a placid body of water—too small for a lake, too big for a pond—the 

perimeter of which you could walk around to gawk at six marbled columns huddled together far 

enough from the road that they could, were this Hercules, the Musical, gossip freely.

Into her bullhorn, Booboo Banana from Beach Bimbo Bonanza! sang with unholy relish 

the list of runners cut from the next heat. Booboo’s drag today was a dirty blond shag cut, a 

knee-length azure sundress, fire red cowboy boots, and a lei of plumerias, orchids, and pink 

carnations. A few winners sang "We Are the Champions." Booboo led the victors towards the 

start of the next heat and the rest ambled off in all directions. "Five minutes. Stretch those 

hamstrings," Booboo said. 

Freddy rolled his hips. A man jump-jacked over saying, "Four more sprints and hello, 

Honolulu!" 

Freddy said, "Really? Four?" 

"You?" Matthew said.
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"Matthew McCutcheon, as I live and breathe," said the interloper.

"Freddy, this is Owen," said Matthew.

"Hi, nice to meet you. I’m a virgin." Owen shook Freddy’s hand and kissed the back of 

Matthew’s. "How are you princess? Are you a virgin, too?"

Laconic, Matthew said, "No. Thanks to you."

"Matthew, don’t be a literal louse. I’m a virgin Queer Runner. Freddy, you look like you 

could give us a tip. Just the tip though, she said. Meow!"

Matthew said to Freddy, entre nous, "Do not engage." 

"Line up behind the finest ass you can find, queens—we fixing to start," said Booboo.

Owen ran off, saying, "Don’t be slow pokes now!"

As they made their way to the starting line, they passed a young woman. Like spider legs, 

eight leashed dogs fanned out from a her as she shouted at the canines, or to a hearing-impaired 

person on bluetooth, or perhaps up to God herself. 

Looking at the pooches, Buster registered back on Matthew's face, so Freddy talked 

small: "Who's she?" 

"The dog walker?"

"No. Monsieur Entendre."

"Eh. Owen." Matthew’s face looked like it had five minutes before, running past the 

bison excrement. "My first."

"Yeah. No, I got that," said Freddy. They were in position to start the 1,000 meter.

Booboo sang: "On your mark…get set…"

Matthew said "I came out to Mom—"
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"…girl—you bettuh go!" said Booboo. 

"—yesterday!" Matthew said and ran from it.

"What?" Freddy said, moved and not moving.

"Shake a leg, old man!" Matthew yelled over his shoulder. 

Booboo sang, "I'm gonna go, go, go! There's no stopping me!" and runwayed towards 

Freddy, shaking her fingernails at him to scoot, as if flicking water. 

Freddy torpedoed into the sea of sweat and caught up to Matthew. "Tell me everything."

Matthew said, "I'm midwest Baptist, so I wanted to wait until I got engaged. Gotta be 

legit to come out, right? Or get a slot on Drag Race."

Freddy, as Pollyanna, said, "You're engaged?"

"Bitch, I don't talk about it that much."

"Yes, you do, but—it's wonderful." 

"We set the date—June 29th!" said Matthew.

"I'll bring my torch as my plus-one," said Owen.

"Not—" panted Matthew, "—invited." They hung back to lose the menace.

Freddy said, "June 29th. That's wonderful." Then, as if he had been the one proposed to, 

Freddy inexplicably said, "Matthew, you're wonderful, I mean—" A charley horse, except in his 

gut. Freddy kept running, not wanting to look old amongst the whippersnappers soaring past. 

Only a date so close could cause such violence.

As they passed under the DeYoung Museum's see-through spire, Freddy fell behind. "You 

okay?" Matthew said.

"Totes," said Freddy. 
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The millennial slang looked not so cute on Freddy. Then, the way that strength demands 

compliments, Freddy’s weakness coaxed pity from Matthew: "Ever married, Freddy?" 

His friend's idle curiosity felt like a cruel cut, somehow. Freddy modulated a sob into a 

chuckle. He could cry tomorrow and forever. "Always the grooms-maid, but wait. You're saying 

your ceremony is on the weekend the Chron article gets published?" He wasn't sure if he was 

saying this as a friend, a boss, a cock-blocker, an injured runner, or an insulted party: "That's 

going to be a busy few days at the restaurant in—"

"—somebody's ass," said Owen, to whom they had caught up. 

"Let’s pass the clown," said Matthew, speeding up.

"Oh, Matthew, that's bad timing dude."

"Don't dude me, Clarissa. Yeah, it sucks. But that's the only afternoon we can get Paradise 

Beach Park," said Matthew.

"Sounds about right. Life. Three months, tumbleweeds, then the same day'll be like: 

Earthquake! Funeral! Tax Day! Or Evacuation! Hives! Super Bowl!"

Owen said, "Bris! Rape! Exorcism!"

"Shut up, Owen!" Matthew said. 

"I swear, Matthew," said Freddy, panting, "until you've got an IRS auditor at your kitchen 

table, your doctor on the phone with your cancer stage, and your landlord at your door with an 

eviction notice, you have no idea who you are. Not till you can feel your bones quiver. But then 

it's nice—you've met yourself. Some people never do."

"Occam's razor," said Matthew.

"What kind of razor?" said Freddy.
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"Doesn't matter. Point is, I'm good at not getting overwhelmed. I'm a cutthroat planner. 

When I was eleven my standardized test scores all landed at the high school level. I decided to 

skip two grades." He left out the part about fleeing middle school because the injuries inflicted 

by his frenemy kept escalating. "Nine years later, I had my college diploma. Anal." 

"—is how she likes it," shouted Owen. 

Ignoring, Freddy said, "You'll see. God eats plans for breakfast."

"I love plants for breakfast!" said Owen. "I put hydrangeas on my pancakes." He ran 

ahead.

"Shut up, Owen!" they said in stereo. They passed a hot dog cart under a bright mustard 

canopy, then the aroma hit.

"Listen, I might be able to get the Pacific-Union Club for your rehearsal dinner. Would 

you like that?" said Freddy.

"The Pacific what now?" said Matthew.

"A place you can't get into. It'll impress the fuck out of your relatives, make it feel more

—"

"Legit?"

"Yeah."

"You are San Francisco royalty!"

"Kind of. It’s complicated. Hey, how did your mom take it when you came out?" said 

Freddy. 

"Okay. She was hella nice. Disappointed, but…sweet? Or contrite, which is way better 

than…I expected," Matthew said in spurts, getting winded, perhaps. "Said she was glad my 
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grandfather wasn’t around to hear it, though. And I can’t tell anyone at her church. 'You're still 

my son,' she said. I guess that was the gist. Nothing dramatic enough to fire up my Instagram, 

though. Boo-hoo."

 "Don't joke," Freddy said. Suddenly, to the hinterlands, he hollered: "Matthew! is! out!"

 A trio of joggers turned around, ran backward, and threw their fists in the air. Cheers of 

rationed energy rang—"Good for you!" "Okrrrrr!" "Get busy, kween!" Owen flashed a full moon. 

"I’m so proud of you, Matthew! You know what? Take the night off," said Freddy.

"Naw. Joe 'd murder me first, ask why later. Calamari’s back." 

"Not gonna sell," Freddy said. 

"New take. Fried, lime-sherry vinaigrette, shaved carrots, pickled celery, chilled lentils, 

chive and…what is it? Oh, yeah—poppy seeds."

 "We shall see. You've never been wrong before." 

"Eff you!" said Matthew.

"Eff you, too," said Freddy, meaning it in all the ways—insulting ("Damn you for 

marrying a problem person"), literal ("I want you"), and ironic ("I love you, too").

The duo crossed the finish line. They cheered in a colorless unison. 

"We’ve got 15 minutes before the last two races," said Freddy, touching Matthew's back 

between his damp shoulder blades. He was a little too careful not to linger, perhaps as self-

punishment for having thought about this very act for too long at too late an hour. 

To Matthew, the wan pressure felt like that of a fly attaching with a care so meager as to 

court annoyance. "The calamari will sell. You should see Joe at home," Matthew said, walking in 

a circle and raising his feet like a rooster. "Never stops till he gets the recipe exactly right."
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They were at the bike path's intersection at Stanyan Street—a car was outlined in white 

on the black asphalt with the words "Beware Death Monsters Ahead." It was known in the 

restaurant community that what Joe called perfectionist behavior others called harassment—or 

worse, Freddy knew. Marian's warning to Freddy when she had quit was: "Do not promote to the 

head of a business that contains a hundred knives a man whose anger is infinite." Freddy then 

asked why she hadn't fired him. She laughed and said, "Then how would I feel safe?"

Now seemed to be the moment to warn Matthew about Joe, perhaps. A river somewhere 

changed direction every day, and at just that slack moment, a something could be dropped in 

without it getting washed one way or the other by previously scheduled dramas, biases, 

allegiances, or any other miscellaneous stuffing of life. Except there was some stuffing: Matthew 

had unwittingly killed his fiancée’s dog. Now wasn’t the time for a grave warning. If Freddy had 

known that no better moment would present itself as the days accelerated into summer, he might 

not have backed off, treading lightly now, saying: "Does Joe understand that what happened with 

Buster isn't your fault?"

"I left out the grapes," Matthew said, factually. 

"That's called an accident."

"Look, don't get me wrong, Joe's being polite. So kind. Freddy, I have to say. Makes it 

worse." 

"Did you guys at least have angry sex?"

"Is that a thing?" Matthew said, lying flat on the grass. The fog had burned off now and it 

seemed like the entirety of Golden Gate Park now belonged to them. Freddy sat down beside 

him. "I slept on the couch last night, and I think I'm going to keep giving him some space for a 
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while." Matthew looked up at his friend's salted stubble and up higher to the cumulous clouds 

jetting east towards the city. They were going so fast! Matthew imagined he was a 

crossopterygian lung fish or Ariel the Mermaid lying at the bottom of the ocean, breathing 

through his gills, looking up at an armada of puffy white vessels floating way up there on the 

surface of the water on their way to life as it should be.

Freddy took on a task—arduous—of not looking down in the direction of Matthew's 

glistening body on the ground. Arms on his knees, Freddy counted the stones in the building in 

front of him. "McLaren Lodge" read a dull green sign swinging on a steel hanging rod. 

"The Matthew McCutcheon Lodge," Freddy said. 

Matthew laughed, in a silly state. Even his exhaustion was sweet, perhaps for having 

earned it. The cottage of brown-grey bricks sat under a Monterey cypress with tambourining 

leaves sprouting from a thick trunk. No redwood, but more than enough. Matthew said, oddly 

"Freddy—"  

"Yes," he said, drawing it out. 

"That’s all." Matthew had said "Freddy" not quite as if learning the name—obviously, the 

word "Freddy" had been previously deposited in Matthew’s left frontal lobe—but eventually the 

left temporal lobe curates an image of its own to recall a word in the abstract—its own portrait in 

the cranial museum. One may have assumed from Matthew’s line reading that the recall image 

for "Freddy" had been framed in gold. "You know, Freddy, you're the perfect Saturday person."

Freddy listened to himself listen to this, and replayed the sound bite in his head a couple 

more times. You're the perfect Saturday person. He didn't press himself to reply—too scared to 

ask where on the barometer of friendship and, well, love a Saturday person could hope to find 
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himself. 
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MAY

Behind a window panel facing the sidewalk, a clipboard tied with twine swayed with the menu 

du jour, minutes old. The fare was in typewriter font on paper dyed to look like ancient 

parchment. Supper offerings: Alsatian Cassoulet with duck confit and boar sausage, Southern 

Vietnamese Chicken Pho with squash and Swiss chard, West Texas Brisket Sliders with three 

styles of BBQ sauce: sweet and sour, honey spice, and stone molasses mustard. Though Freddy 

always aimed to print Sideboard’s menu at noon, Joe usually made up his mind by 12:30. This 

back-and-forth tango had never ended as late as today, though—1:30. Still, Freddy was far from 

upset—elated, actually, the whole staff was, albeit frazzled, squeezing in a photo shoot this early 

afternoon for Joe's soon-to-be-famous wontons for their soon-to-be-famous restaurant, fingers 

crossed. 

Meanwhile, in the dishwashing station, Joe was recommending a new hire to Stanley: a 

restaurant manager famous for making restaurants famous. Joe had met him two years ago at a 

formal New York dinner party that had become shockingly informal come dessert. Since, the 
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gentleman every now and again shared photos of a lovely view from his shower spigot. Word 

had got out that this manager had just bought property on Alameda Island. "Not that I want 

Freddy gone," Joe said to Stanley, in the way that "not that" relieves the speaker of culpability in 

the court of his own delusions. "But this guy’s a get."

Stanley said, as if in the same bad mafia play, "If you give me his number I won’t not 

take it." 

A bus from Berkeley High rumbled by the kitchen window as it did every day at 2:44. 

"The onions aren't even chopped yet! Let's get on it, people!" Joe announced to his staff, but 

primarily to get himself in gear, and he slammed down a tub of stock on the counter. Overtaking 

the smell of sautéed chicken was Obsession, Freddy’s cologne. 

"I know we set you behind with the photoshoot, Chef," Freddy said, perfunctorily. "Do 

you want me to see if anyone’s available to come in and give you an extra hand?"

One in each mitt, Joe took two pans of slow-roasting brisket out of the oven. "Nah—it'd 

take more time to delegate than to power through." He flailed off his mitts and raised his right 

fist. Freddy eased back. Joe hit his knuckles together. 

"Oh!" Freddy said, and fist-bumped him. Joe turned his attention to the pho on the burner. 

"Joe, we should talk later when you've got a moment. These wontons—hate to say—don’t cut it."

"Yeah. No, I know—I didn't season the meat today." As Joe slid browned chicken into the 

stockpot, a wave splashed down the side, blasting up a flame as suddenly as it had now retreated. 

"I figured since it was just for the photo shoot, I took a short-cut. Excuse me, I just need to get to 

the rotisserie…" —Joe squeezed himself between Freddy and the counter—"…before your baby 

chicken gets charred." He held up to Freddy his thumb and index finger—three inches apart.
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Freddy followed him to the back of the kitchen. "You have to forgive the question, but 

how come you didn't put the dumplings on the menu today after going through the trouble of 

making them?"  

Turning down the heat, Joe said, "Well, since we rotate dishes, Stanley and I thought we 

should hold our horses 'till the article comes out." On his way back through the kitchen to the 

brisket, something caught Joe's eye. "Matthew, what are you—? The turnips—julienne! Not 

diced." 

"Got it. Thank you, Chef," Matthew said, inviting Freddy into his wound with an unlit 

smile.

"Since I’ve got the two of you here, do you mind if I triple check with you that you and 

Matthew are okay to having the wedding rehearsal on Thursday rather than the day before the 

wedding so I can get you into the Pacific-Union Club?"

Joe gave a thumbs up and headed back to his brisket. Now he regretted skimping on the 

dumplings an hour ago. And interrupting his patron a minute ago. Joe turned around to carve the 

brisket, and regretted that, too.

"I know it's a pain to have an empty day in-between," said Freddy, back in his vicinity, 

"but Matthew really wants the dinner there, and he said you do, too. Not to press, but I just 

wanted to make sure we were all on the same page. Attire is formal, but—" 

Joe nodded and revved up the carving knife, a miniature chainsaw. 

Freddy pulled up his shoulders and lower lip and yelled, "Not to harp, but let's get that 

taste back in there," as if addressing a busser. He rapped his hand on the countertop beside the 

steaming meat and headed towards the back door. 
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Joe made one cut deep into the breast, turned off the noisy blade, and picked up a dessert 

fork, for that's all the sensitive meat actually needed to spring off the bone. His neck twisted 

suddenly at the back door, only hearing it slam now, wondering if Freddy had lingered to watch 

him switch off the electric knife, which Joe had, in truth, only revved up to drown out Freddy's 

prattle. Why had he done that? Freddy was doing a massive favor for the wedding. Grabbing his 

tubs of garnish for the night, Joe cooed a fuck you to himself for acting like the boy who used to 

turn up his bass amp when his mom asked him to turn that blasted thing down. Joseph placed the 

garnishes down next to an empty trivet. "Brisket!?" he yelled as if at Buster.

"I put the brisket back in the oven, Chef," said Matthew. 

"Matthew, I was carving it!" Joe said, to rid the kitchen of the boy too helpful not to be 

harmful. 

"I saw you prepping garnishes."

"Take your break, baby," he said. "Jesus."

"No, no. Look, I'll just—" Matthew opened the oven door. 

"Get out." Joe slammed the oven door and Matthew pulled his hand away with a 

centimeter to spare.  

"Honey—" Matthew said, fingers up the air.

Felt rather than heard, Joe said, "Not for you. For me. Go." 

Matthew walked into Sideboard's dining room—the metal chairs, corkboard floor and 

wood tables still smelled like cut grass and twisted lemons from the night janitors' labor. 

Matthew sat at a two-top looking out at Shattuck's mid-afternoon menagerie: skateboards, 

bicycles, scooters, drugged youths, bedraggled shoppers—all skittering around a stealthy Prius 
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parade. An older man, about twenty-five, maybe, with a yellow and blue-striped bandana around 

his head was tight-roping the curb next to the Andronico's across the street, shirt tucked into the 

back of his pants. Above Matthew, like a school of fish, shone transparent light bulbs with 

filaments of burnt amber, each tethered by a slim cord—no two lengths matched. Chaos. In a 

corner on the opposite side of the dining room, Argo and Fernando gossiped about their stage 

director’s affairs and clinked silverware into cylindrical buckets wrapped in dark-beige muslin.

In a dark booth next to Matthew, Stanley listened to the photographer lisp through the 

pros and cons of the wontons he had shot. 

The brisket now glazed, Joe grabbed the pan to put it in the oven without his mitts and 

the scalding hot pan struck the floor. "Fuck!" Joe said and kept on repeating it, shooting his 

hands under the faucet. The pan had hit the floor, luckily, wrong-side-down, and a prep cook 

quickly put the few carrot slices that had landed on the linoleum back in the tray.

The rest of the kitchen staff made deer-eyes at Joe. Not paying attention to the words—

and why would one—it sounded like he was yelling to be rescued from the bottom of a mine, 

nearly out of oxygen: "Stop looking at me! Do your fucking job! Jesus! Tired of this shit." 

Matthew tore out the front door. Stanley dodged chairs, making a beeline through the 

dining room to get to the kitchen. Turning off the spigot, Joe said, "I'm fine," to Stanley, behind 

him. "It's chill."

Stanley put his mouth at Joe's ear: "I'm sitting with a journalist whose job it is to report 

anything interesting that happens around him. Take that temper somewhere else or the entire Bay 

Area will read the words I will have used to fire you in print. Keep it up, young man."

"But—"
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The photographer, coming up from behind Stanley, interrupted the whisper war. "Can we 

settle on a picture so I can get on the bridge?" he said, standing between them in the open-as-hell 

kitchen. "Toll bumps up in half an hour." 

"I’ll leave it to you fine gentlemen," Stanley said and lumbered off, perhaps to punish the 

cook who was clearly behind, or perhaps irked by the photographer's interest in a man Stanley 

owned but could not control. 

The photographer scrolled through the pictures. Stanley had narrowed it down to four. 

The cameraman—his mouth inches from Joe's ear—showed him the small display at the back of 

the camera and compared two shots at a time like an eye-doctor, back and forth and back. Joe 

spied a text that vibrated in from Matthew, as if his boyfriend was aware from afar of the 

photographer’s proximity. Want some slices? Today is pancetta and goat cheese. Looking for 

something to like, the chef studied the photos of the same dumpling, looking for something to 

like. Joe thought, Why is my honey being so nice after having his ass handed to him? Joe was 

feeling something Matthew’s brain might pinpoint like—what had he said the other day?—

solipsism. Joe battled a perpetual wariness that men and women wanted his body, not necessarily 

him as whole. But that couldn’t be the case for Matthew, could it? Was Matthew marrying him, 

or was he marrying marriage? 

Needing to get back to tearing meat off the bone, Joe selected the snapshot in front of him 

and went in for a fist-bump but got kissed on the cheeks like a queen by the photographer. 

Respect was paid to beards, tonsorial techniques traded, and after the photographer packed up his 

impressive equipment, he asked where the restroom was, adding a wink. Joe milked the moment, 

looking at the Indian man’s eyes—steeled to accept rejection, anger, dismissal, desire or 
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carelessness —the blue approaching a mysticism with the compliment of dark honey skin. 

Keeping eye contact, Joe aimed his finger toward the shitter. 

Matthew returned without the pizza, thinking the worst. Joe texted Matthew: Sideboard 

handicap WC stat. The door handle was inert, locked. Suddenly it twisted, and Joe’s face popped 

out through the door crack and looked around, and Matthew got pulled through.

The photographer yelped, naked. Two unwrapped condoms sat at the edge of the sink, 

one blue and ribbed, one red and smooth.

"It’s okay," Joe said, at the stranger’s neck, his palm brushing the man’s balls light with 

hair. "He’s with me." The photographer’s body hair, less thick than Joe’s and a shade darker, was 

clipped hipster-close. The stranger kissed Joe. Matthew squatted at the stranger’s side and 

stroked his terse leg muscles—probably a cyclist, but smaller than Joe’s—and took three of the 

stranger’s lithe fingers in his mouth. The photographer’s arms seemed to extend to the knees. He 

pulled Matthew up and unbuttoned his shirt. Joe—still in shoes and socks—took off his 

underwear without letting it touch the floor. Matthew stood behind the photographer and stroked 

his torso. Through the triangular valley below the clavicle bone, the "v" leading down from his 

stomach, the pebble path bisecting his back, Matthew’s fingers kneaded around the places 

skeleton protruded. He was surprised to be so turned on to a physique like his own—Joe’s type, 

he guessed—because Matthew wasn’t attracted to himself. But warmth does wonders. While Joe 

kissed the man’s earlobe, the stranger reached around and rubbed Matthew’s crotch. The boy 

moaned and, still at the mimicry stage of sexual sophistication, traced the underside of Joe’s cock 

with two fingers, recalling their first time. After, Matthew had asked Joe in the shower if he got 

hard looking at himself in the mirror. (How could he not?) Joe now started laughing almost as 
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gently as he had then; he never did answered Matthew’s question. 

"The door!" Joe whispered. He was laughing because he had forgotten to lock it again. 

Matthew and the stranger’s eyes opened wide for a second, and then something about the click of 

the lock—perhaps the danger of getting caught, or the reminder of time being time, customers 

looming—shoved the three into abandon, hard. "Huh," Matthew said, as if dropped into 

unexpectedly cold water as the stranger plunged his hand down his pants. Matthew closed his 

eyes, as he always did during sex, sometimes seeing Rorschached colors, and he wondered—

since Joe and he had not had sex since Buster died—if they’d be requiring an interloper every 

time they’d have a dry spell. Joe rubbed his cock into the small of Matthew’s back and put his 

hands under the faucet dripping hot water and rubbed Matthew’s thighs from behind while the 

stranger had Matthew in his mouth. His hands up in the air, Matthew was unsure how to 

reciprocate fourth-dimensional pleasure. The photographer turned around and bent over. Joe tried 

to enter Matthew, but he turned around and kissed Joe and grabbed a condom from the sink. Red. 

The photographer reached back and guided Matthew’s cock inside. Matthew placed his hand on 

the top of the stranger’s skull and turned his face toward the wall—again mimicking Joe’s 

routine. Backing away, Joe leaned against the door and stroked himself. He had never known 

Matthew to top anyone, including himself. Joe shuddered violently as he realized that Matthew’s 

eyes were open: looking at Joe’s face, not his body. The chef wiped up and got dressed and 

twisted Matthew’s nipple, getting the sound he knew he would, and shut the door as the other 

two accelerated.
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JUNE

At still-dark-o'clock, the boys permanently borrowed their neighbor's SF Chronicle and stared at 

Joe's dumpling in the newspaper—as if waiting for the dumpling to eat them. Matthew printed a 

document: 6.27.12.OMGOMGOMG.xls. They picked up the SUV they had rented for the 

weekend (on schedule), drove to OAK to pick up Matthew's mom (running early), hightailed it to 

Sideboard's kitchen to prep their evening subs (running late), and sprinted to fetch Joe's parents 

from SFO (close to back on track). They helped their parents check in at the Embarcadero Hilton 

and Joe and Matthew changed into their Men's Wearhouse finery in the empty hotel room 

belonging to Matthew’s mom while she shopped sundries downstairs. When she got back, 

Matthew admonished her for buying items he had in his backpack sitting right there on her bed, 

and Joe called him a nag and tickled him and Matthew’s mom politely suggested the term was 

fussbudget. Then, in the luxe afternoon light, the ribbing continued with a gentle savagery, made 

all the more enjoyable by the contrasting view of the world scurrying in and out and around the 

Ferry Building, and when it was already time to get to the wedding rehearsal, Matthew could feel 
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an elasticity in his knees on the trek to the elevator, a byproduct of a usually far longer vacation 

than forty minutes, and vicarious at that. 

The trio plied Joe’s parents from the bartender downstairs, whose life they were sure 

they had just bettered, and the crew squeezed into the rental. "I don’t want to hear any 

commotion back there," Joe said to the elders in the back. They cut down to Mission and headed 

to the center of town. A car started honking behind them, over and over, then the car to the left. 

At the same time, Joe declined a call coming in from Stanley, not wanting to talk over the off-

key fanfare.

"Joe, what did you do," said his father. 

"I don't know," he replied, looking around for the problem—a stall, a body, a streaker—

until he noticed that, though everyone was honking, they weren't looking at him specifically. Soft 

glances smiled past in the stalled traffic. Matthew turned on KGO. And there it was. Four years 

ago, the good people of California had passed Prop 8, but now the state court—the ruling having 

just come down in a case called Hollingsworth v. Perry—would reinstate gay marriage in 

California—tomorrow. 

"Tomorrow! Honey, we have to get to City Hall now to get a license before it gets 

mobbed."

Joe smiled and said, "Aren't you forgetting something?"

"What?"

"Will you marry me?" Joe said. 

Those same words landed differently in Matthew’s ears now, somehow—legit, normy, 

thrilling, cold. It was like living on a new planet, he thought, like all those Star Trek episodes 
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where they beamed down to yet another place that looked exactly like earth. But even more than 

that, Matthew couldn't recall having heard Joe say, "Will you marry me?" He hadn’t! This was 

his first proposal in earnest. Before, the twisted carrot-ring had done the speaking. 

Meanwhile, Stanley sent Joe a text in the format of a letter: Dear Joe, Your friend that 

you had recommended to replace Freddy is fielding concrete offers, so we have to act fast if we 

want him. We should pass. Sincerely, Stanley.

"Son," Joe's father said, "A word. I think what you two are doing is, well, it is what it is, 

but I'm not sure I can condone, well, you know, this Adam and Steve business. A commitment 

ceremony is all well and good, but we should talk about this in our nuclear family unit. Marriage 

is another matter."

Matthew's mom touched her son's shoulder from the back seat. After 19 years, he gets 

this brand of father, Matthew thought: was there a return policy? 

"Dad, the only reason we were having a ceremony is that we didn’t have the option." 

Really? thought Matthew, touched.

Joe’s father continued addressing the jury: "There are reasons that I know we don’t agree 

on. Not to bring religion into it, but your mother and I would very much like to see you join us in 

heaven. Give yourself time to think. There are a lot of legal ramifications, too. Let’s just keep 

this easy this weekend and see through what we had all previously agreed to."

The traffic still stalled, Joe typed to Stanley, Hire him—just do it, feeling oddly comforted 

by his own resolve: unable to get the old man in the back seat to see things his way, at least he 

had some sway over something. 

Matthew said, "Mr. Ferretti, thank you for your help. Mrs. Ferretti—"
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"Call me Mom, sugar."

"—Mom, did you and your husband talk through the legal, moral, and ethical 

ramifications of your marriage before he proposed to you?"

Joe's mom said, "Matthew, dear, thank you, thank you kindly, but do not make me a party 

to this discussion. This is men’s business."

"I quite agree," said Matthew as Mary Poppins. “We’ll keep this matter man to man—

between Adam and Steve. Steve, I will marry you," Matthew said. 

"Thank you, Adam," Joe said, squeezing his hand. 

Hired! Soon as I said your name he accepted the offer, said Stanley’s text. Two guys 

under contract in under two minutes. Never had Joe’s prowess felt more validated. He was about 

to text Stanley back to not fire Freddy until after the weekend, but the traffic started to move 

again.

Matthew and Joe managed to get their license quickly which only set them back fifteen 

minutes. City Hall felt like Six Flags, the joy. They crossed the Golden Gate Bridge, shrouded in 

cloud cover below, and not five minutes later, they exited 101 and found themselves on Paradise 

Drive, circumnavigating a little peninsula to the east of civilization. They listened to the news 

reports that seemed to broadcast straight to them—testimonies with those who got married 

before Prop 8, an interview with the mayor. Matthew felt a little queasy with all the rushing and 

slowing as the car negotiated with the many bicyclists along the two-lane road. He could see 

something through the fast-moving three branches. It was like trying to make out a moving 

picture from a flip book: the Richmond bridge it was—a yawning structure bisecting the north 

side of the bay like a stretched rubber band. 
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After stepping through the rehearsal, the participants caravanned back down to the city 

and surrendered their car keys to the valets at the Pacific-Union Club in Nob Hill. The wedding 

rehearsal's guests played Who's Who at the bar, waiting for those not in the wedding party to 

arrive—Stanley, Freddy, Joe's married cousins from Duluth.

"Matthew!"

"Harry—I’m so glad you could make it. Fetching suit!" Charcoal grey with a hint of 

shine, probably Armani. Matthew wished he and Joe had worn their wedding suits tonight. His 

one day off from work and he looked like the guy serving hors d’oeuvres. 

"What a day! Are you two getting married married?" 

Matthew nodded. 

"Want to know a secret?" 

"Only if it’s volunteered without a question," said Matthew.

"Then I won’t tell you I’m married."

"Wait. You’re one of the 18,000?" said Matthew.

"Yes, but you’re now only one of four people who know." 

"So let me get this straight. You got legally married in the state of California before Prop 

8 passed, but you hid it from everyone? Why? You’re like a unicorn! Harry! Why keep it a 

secret?"

"When Cliff and I thought about a ceremony, we looked at the cost, the guest list, which 

church would allow it—none—and it felt, with the pressure of the Prop 8 vote looming, like a 

shotgun wedding. We started arguing, and then we thought, crap. We’re just getting caught up in 

straight people shit. You know what we still had a right to do? Have a commitment ceremony—
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something just for us. An intimate arrangement for an intimate affair. The only reason we got 

married was for the tax break. So we had a small ceremony publicly, and then we got married in 

secret. There’s nothing sexy about bringing the state of California into your bedroom—

especially when those mother fucking breeders voted for Prop 8. I tell you. I never considered 

myself an activist, but then that happened. There’s nothing like having a right given to you by 

the government and then taken away by your neighbors. Anger doesn’t begin to describe it. But 

there you go—at least we hadn’t made it public knowledge. It took away some of the sting, that 

we hadn’t taken the bait. Anyway, I just want you two to look inward to make a decision for the 

two of you. Here’s what you do. Think of yourself on a desert island for a hundred years. What 

would be your expectations for each other then? You know what I mean?"

"Don’t let governmental legitimacy take precedence over romantic intention," said 

Matthew. 

"Dinner is served!" Joe announced 

"Don’t you fucking dare tell anyone about our dirty little secret!" Harry said, smiling, and 

gave Matthew a hug. "Be good to each other."

Joe escorted his party to a round table of medieval proportions. Each guest met their 

calligraphed name in front of an origami napkin, as if the guest's role were about to be assumed 

by the cotton swan. 

Drunk on something else, the champagne filling Matthew’s flute felt more like an 

afterthought than a suggestion. Perhaps it was what Harry had said. No, this feeling came after. 

Getting hugged by Harry—by someone who cared, an older man. Did all test-tube babies have 

daddy issues? Somewhere out there was a father who was not at this table. Someone who might 
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have been proud. Or, looking at Joe’s dad, someone to let down. Where was Freddy?

Joe sneaked into the kitchen to give the staff tips on how to plate the pavlova platter 

while waiters in the dining room served the cream of carrot soup. The guests restrained 

themselves from eating until Joe returned, but when he did, they had barely taken their first taste 

when Joe chimed a knife on his crystal flute. Spoons fell like pencils at the end of a test. "They 

kicked me out of the kitchen, so I guess I have no one else to yell at but you, my guests. But 

seriously, I—" Across the table, an origami swan with its back to Joe gave the speaker pause: 

Freddy wasn't there. Stanley couldn’t have fired him already. Joe, silent, squeezed Matthew's 

shoulder with his hand.

As the grip grew tighter, Matthew stood and doled out thank-yous to the guests that had 

traveled from afar: Joe's parents from New Orleans, whom Matthew was thrilled to have finally 

met; Matthew's Mom from Chicago, who had somehow bankrolled the four-figure, five-course 

rehearsal dinner; the minister from Sacramento (as long a trip as Chicago, accounting for the 

traffic), who had endured Joe's bossiness at rehearsal like a saint; and the man of the hour, 

Freddy—who lived a block away and was expected any minute. Plated salmon approached like 

warcraft, and so, Matthew said—imitating Gaston from Beauty and the Beast—"Bon Appétit!" 

 Joe stood and kissed the top of his speech-savior's brain. Friends and some relatives 

clapped. The lovers sat to a symphony of slurps, and their thighs touched under the linen. The 

waiters, seeing barely-touched soups, took a school of salmon back to the kitchen.

 "Joe," Matthew's mom sang, "your mother just told me about the article in the Chronicle. 

Congratulations are in order, are in order indeed. Of course, I heard not word one from my son." 

She aimed to kick Matthew under the table, but missed, upsetting Joe's mother more than the 
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walloped party, his father.

 Joe protested, "Well, the article just highlighted the Wontons in Brodo—hardly a rave." A 

waiter refilled Joe's water to the brink.

 Joe's mom said, "You never made that dish for us, dear."

Joe said with a full mouth, "Brand new, Mom." 

"Learn that one in Shanghai?" said Joe's father. "Sounds Oriental." 

"That's not how we say that anymore, dear," Joe's mom said, tugging her ear and smiling 

at the Korean waiter clearing soup plates as if playing the xylophone. "Anyway, we've been 

happy as a clam in crap to be Joe's tasters over the years. But now, Matthew, I imagine you 

probably bear the brunt of the sampling duties?" 

"Happy to pass the torch," Joe's dad said to Matthew's forehead. 

"A literal treat," Matthew said, "but I can't lay claim to the wontons—those came out of 

nowhere!" He asked Joe, softly, "Speaking of nowhere, where's Waldo?"

"Freddy? I get the feeling he may not show tonight—something I can't get into right now. 

But I'll make sure he gets his ass to the wedding." 

Matthew excused himself from the table. Near the dining room entrance, he began to dial 

Freddy, but something behind him crashed. Matthew turned around. Joe caught Matthew 

catching him caressing Matthew's proxy—his sports coat draped over the chair that Joe had just 

picked up. He skimmed his palm across like he did on his steering wheel. Matthew must have set 

the chair off-balance when he had left the table. He couldn't help but think of Joe petting a goat 

and couldn't stop looking at him across the vaulted room of potted palms, as if in the abstract. A 

nonchalance in the returned gaze felt more like listening than seeing and a kind of current passed 
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between them—quick, ungrand: an entrustment, perhaps, that defied explanation by theorem or 

treatise or flowchart. Matthew felt both a high: as if wedded at precisely this moment in a realm 

where paper documents had no rights; and he felt a low: as if in the next two days the couple 

would be reenacting this moment as a vaudeville. In the coming decades the couple would find 

themselves searching out an explanation for what had just transpired, each man according to his 

own proclivities—in a tarot's tale, in the soul of an amethyst, or in a past life reborn.

The trance was broken on Joe's side by a wine label presentation, and on Matthew's by 

his phone starting to "hello" at him. Freddy! "Freddy—where are you?" Matthew said, walking 

into the hallway outside the dining room. "Are you on your way—?"

"Sick. I feel like death microwaved over," Freddy said. 

Two ladies swept in from the frigid summer evening and gave a striptease of moist 

outerwear for a youth more basketball recruit than doorman. The guy—Matthew's age—slung 

fox furs over his shoulder and carted them down the hall to an inconveniently located coat closet. 

Partly to the fox's face, Matthew said, "I don't think you're dead. You ran a ten-minute mile this 

morning."

"Restaurant politics," said Freddy. "Tomorrow I'll tell you—"

"Now!" Matthew said, 

"Matthew, I—" 

"Now."

"There isn't—"

 "Now,"  

 "I got sacked." 
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 Matthew almost said it again, but stopped short of the last letter: "No." He sat on a green 

settee.

"Hey, look, I understand—it's business. Sideboard got some good press. They've decided 

to level in."

"Up." 

"What?"

"It's—never mind."

"No, tell me what it is."

"Up. Level up!"

"I don't think that's right. Anyway, Stanley landed some New York hot-shot from 

Momofuckmylife," said Freddy.

"Jesus." 

"It'll be fine. I'll be fine. But if you'll allow me one last directive as your boss, I order 

your flat fanny back to your hootenanny." 

You could sing that, thought Matthew. Freddy was so goddamned delightful under the 

circumstances—infuriating. "But Freddy—"

"Listen to me. When you're old, the truckload of hate life hands you is bearable because 

you love who you are. When you're young, the truckload of lovely things that life hands you is 

unbearable because you hate who you are. Don't fuck up an enjoyable event on my account 

because you're too young to understand how lucky you are to be you. You only get married 

twice."

"Funny. As if you knew anything about it." Matthew reached out his hand as if to take it 
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back. How had such a nasty comment escaped? Matthew did the math: he had added humor but 

failed to subtract despair, which equalled, he concluded, sarcasm. 

The bachelor crackled like an LP: "That's the Matthew I know and—" 

"Sorry," said Matthew. "I love you." It popped out. For a split second, Matthew went into 

a panic before reminding himself that—duh—he says it all the time, as all Midwesterners do, 

desperate to be good. Would Freddy be able to discern that this particular rendition had travelled 

up from the earth’s core? But no matter. The declaration had been heard by a dial tone. Matthew 

wanted to hang up on himself, too. Something must be done. Something must be done to undo 

himself. Or redo. He would find the best therapist in Berkeley, he thought. Except he had to 

factor in his odd hours, his mom’s medical plan, negligible paycheck. He would find the worst 

therapist in Berkeley. (But, legally wedded, could he get Joe’s insurance?) He added this to his 

to-do list for Monday morning, typing, "Fix interpersonal blind spots," and, quicker than rat to 

crumb, the boy's mind moved from diagnosis to an imagined, preternatural victory, as if just by 

thinking about going to therapy he was already better. The doorman on the bench across from 

him looked away. A once-in-a-lifetime gathering of friends and family were thirty steps away but 

Matthew wanted, needed, this stranger’s attention or approval, something. He said, "Cold out 

here," trying to mask the vocal tone behind it, which simply said, "Look at me."

The doorman smiled and said, "Consider who you are talking to, boss," as he pulled on 

the sleeves of his coat to make his point and headed to the door to let in a burst of chilly air and a 

party of seven. 

Matthew repeated it to himself: "Consider who you are talking to," thinking of the last 

thing Freddy had heard and the last thing he had wanted Freddy to have heard. 
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***

An hour passed and another and then another. Dishes, people, and linens—the table was rid of 

everything but the grooms. They weren't kissing or holding hands or nuzzling or thumb wrestling 

or anything like that. Joe moaned lightly. Into each other, eyes forward, they leaned—

expressions blank, thoughts rich: if written into a word-cloud, "Mom," "forever," "happy," 

"lobster," "sleep," and "love," would be the inkiest. They did not talk about the elephant in the 

room: Freddy not in the room. Matthew went to the kitchen to wrap up the remains, and Joe went 

out for a smoke.

Joe spotted Stanley smoking too, sitting on a bench in Huntington Park, which shared the 

block with the club. Modest, with its sturdy cobbled pavement, convenient benches, and sparse 

shrubbery, the park hosted heavy foot traffic, neighboring as it did a coterie of venerable 

institutions. A trillionaire baby born on this particular block need hardly find cause to leave, from 

religion (the pompous Grace Cathedral) to entertainment (the utilitarian Masonic Hall) to lodging 

(the opulent Fairmont), to food (the snooty Pacific-Union Club). At the park's center flowed a 

fountain: dolphins sculpted in stone, reined in and ridden upon by four young men—resplendent, 

confident, implacable—looking down on Stanley's legs outstretched on the cobblestone. Using 

the kind of full-throated but passionless tone one would use to greet a distant cousin, Stanley 

said, "There he is! Congratulations!" 

Joe gave Stanley a sharp WTF shrug, noticing the old guy's suit was sloppily pressed.

Stanley said, "I can tell Matthew that I left you out of the decision, if that helps."

Joe sat beside Stanley, facing the sculpted men, one in each cardinal direction riding a 

dolphin in the same manner of balance: left foot on top of each animal's head, right hand 
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grasping the tail. 

"You couldn't delay firing him until after the wedding?"

"It’s not a wedding, it’s just a ceremony, right?" said Stanley.

"You’ll hear about it on the news—same-sex weddings are legal again. But should it 

make a difference?"Amazing, Joe thought, how news avoids those who don’t want to hear it.

"Oh, well, congratulations, I guess. But, back to Freddy: you of all people know how 

word gets around. I don’t know our new manager well enough to trust his confidentiality had I 

hired him while stringing along Freddy."

"Freddy went way out on a limb to set up the dinner this evening."

"That I did not know."

A text from Matthew: Finished. Should I call us a goober? Taxi emoji. "You better scoot 

before Matthew finds us."

 "Understood. See you bright and early," said Stanley, moaning himself off the bench.

"I emailed you my subs' contact info, and I'll be back on Tuesday."

"Very funny. See you tomorrow," he said, walking towards the cathedral. "Can't wait to 

taste those wontons again," he shouted, in his God voice. 

 Joe kept his fists in his lap. "I'm not joking. Are you?"

"No. What's today?" Stanley said, playing dumb. "Thursday?" 

"Sure."

"Well, you're off on Saturday for your wedding, which I'll allow, but tomorrow we gotta 

get some buzz on those wontons, son! Hate to say it, but you're right about that hashtock snap 

twitch crap. We're booked out to July. Every Chronicle subscriber is jerking off to your 
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dumplings tonight. If we wait till Tuesday, that's five years in tech time."

Joe looked at the sepulchral glow of the cathedral's stained glass. He prayed. Hard. He 

prayed to remember how he had created those fucking dumplings that horrible day Buster died. 

His mental hard drive was blank on the subject. 

Stanley placed his foot next to Joe's knee on the bench and leaned in. “Listen. That café 

with forty kinds of biscotti? Fucking adorable. Closed. The joint with inside-out burgers and 

sporks that used to be a KFC? Mouthwatering. Closed. You can either start flipping pizza or 

show me you care about getting butts in seats. There's in the red and there's us: bleeding to death. 

Right now, your wontons are lighting up a million phones from the crotch of the Bay to Mt. 

Tam's titty. Kapish? I’ll be blunt. If we can’t use this publicity to get solvent I’m done and you’re 

out of work."

Joe remembered his father using the same tone of voice when he had cut Joe off from the 

family fortune: "You have disappointed me for the last time." A 10th grader with a thirty-five-

year old clergyman, Joe thought. And he got punished.

Matthew’s silhouette blackened the glow of a lamp as he moved towards the smokers.

"See you tomorrow, Maestro," Stanley said. "And let's make those wontons right this 

time." He turned his back and walked away, but stopped briefly at Matthew's side, clutching his 

shoulder, just long enough to say, "Swell party, Matt." The marine layer engulfed Stanley before 

he got to the street.

"Pumpkin, you're upset," Joe said, hugging Matthew like a brother.

Arms limp, Matthew said, "Why."

 "Freddy?"
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"Yes, Freddy. Of course, Freddy. Why? Why!" The yowl lashed the cobblestones. Seeing 

Stanley had reignited his ire after champagning the firing out of this mind for the party.

Joe sat on the bench. "Do you really want to break our firewall and talk about 

management issues?"

"You don’t work for the Pentagon. You fired a friend."

"Yes or no."

"It won't get him his job back, will it?"

Joe shook his head. Matthew looked like Joe had killed his dog. Joe said, "No," to 

extinguish any trace amounts of hope.

A plastic bag flew by. "I know Stanley has hemorrhaged money to keep us open. I know 

that. So he's bringing in some flashy hot-shot to—what? Get us in the black with the added 

publicity?"

"Something like that. Actually, exactly that." Fucking geniuses, thought Joe. Spot on. Joe 

had to go to extremes in bed—pinches, thrusts, bites—to throw that steel-trap mind off-kilter, 

release the animal. Would it be doing Matthew a favor if he hit him in the head with a bat?

 Across the street, "How Firm a Foundation" rang from Grace Cathedral's carillon, 

perched as high above the couple as the park was wide.

Joe said, as if juicing it out of his hands, "Not to keep on about work, but Stanley says I 

have to go in to make that wonton dish tomorrow, and I—" 

"What if I can't make them again?" said Joe. 

"Oh, honey, you will."

"No." He coughed out a wail. "You don't get it. You remember that was the day after—"
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"Right."

"I was so spent and sleep deprived, I can’t remember. I can’t remember." 

 Buster's unwitting killer sidled next to him. "I’ll come in tomorrow and—"

"No!" Joe said, indignant. He walked away to hide a nasty grin, triggered by an imagined 

worst-case scenario: he pictured his clumsy fiancée dropping a dish of dumplings into a critic's 

lap. He wondered if these kind of morbid fictions, not uncommon since Matthew killed Buster, 

would ever, ever stop. 

Matthew clawed at his knees, not seeing Joe mad as much as seeing Joe acting the role of 

his father. Joe’s parents were not the harbingers of positive character development Matthew had 

hoped. Plenty of stubborn, independent, pig-headed men didn’t have the red-blooded good looks

—WASP from the neck up, football coach all the way down—to hide their opinions, but Joe’s 

dad seem to know, even as he spouted venom, that his looks sugared the tea. And Joe's mom still 

had the ankles of a twenty-year-old—a sign of what Matthew wasn’t exactly sure. But he didn’t 

like it. He didn’t like it at all. Had they never let Joe have fun as a kid—singing Wicked with a 

friend on bikes or playing "light as a feather" with cousins? Matthew couldn't rule out the answer 

"yes." As if by just thinking about getting therapy, Matthew perhaps considered himself 

something of an authority now, or, more likely, he was just another bride with designs on her 

fixer-upper. What kind of people sent their kid to the Dale Carnegie Business Workshop instead 

of a Scout jamboree? No wonder Joe’s lightheartedness never laster longer than a sprint or a text 

or an entrée or a joke. Matthew leaned forward with his arms crossed at his knees, feeling his 

own childhood polluting itself retroactively. 

As if reading Matthew's thoughts poorly, Joe said, "It's just—we've got family in town," 
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uncovering his face, finally, "and while I'm tied up—"

"You’re saying I have to play tour guide alone?" Matthew frisked his pockets and said, 

"Is this how it's going to be? Ordering me around both at home and at work?" Damn. His inhaler 

was at the apartment. "Choose one, buster."

Joe opened his eyes and choked the back of his own neck so as to not grab Matthew's.

Shit, Matthew thought, rationing breath, bad choice of word: Buster. At the far end of the 

park, smothered in fog, a four-way stop light seemed to float above the intersection it governed, 

changing one street to red, the other to green. "Sorry," he said, and instantly regretted the 

contrition, considering he was being abandoned tomorrow to field in-laws who had yet to look 

him in the eye. 

"How about this," Joe said, putting his hand under Matthew's shirt and rubbing his back, 

thinking how sexy he was when he was angry before, fucking the photographer. "Blow everyone 

off tomorrow—treat yourself." Matthew gave him the look. "No, I mean it. I'm not being 

sarcastic, honey. You're right. Just because I have to work tomorrow doesn't mean you have to 

suffer."

"Thank you, pookie. I’ll think about it," said Matthew, setting an ear down on Joe's 

shoulder. "Let’s go to bed and spoon." They walked catty-corner to the Mark Hopkins, where 

they had booked a room, not wanting to drive their rental across the bridge drunk off their asses. 

Just about to check in at the clerk desk, Joe said to Matthew: "You know what? Let’s go home. I 

don’t want to wake up tomorrow so far from the restaurant." 

"Seriously?" said Matthew. 

"It won’t kill us to cross the bay. If this dish tomorrow doesn't kill—"
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"Get a thesaurus," said Matthew.

"Excuse me?"

"Can you just listen to what you’re saying while you're saying it?"

"I do."

"You said, 'It won’t kill us to cross the bay. If this dish tomorrow doesn't kill. Kill, kill, 

kill.'"

This was how things like this happened. A killer, saying that word, as if he had invented 

it, like half the words that came out of this little man’s mouth seemed—foreign, designed to 

taunt. 

Matthew’s back hit a concrete pylon. His hand felt the back of his head, just in case. Joe 

had shoved backed into the memory of his sixth grade concussion, an event that had left 

Matthew determined to skip seventh and eighth grade before his best friend, turned bully, could 

take away that option with future violence. But Matthew was not going to run away this time, 

knowing he had fled but hadn’t reached safety, as the last twenty seconds had illuminated. 

"Harder."

"What?" said Joe.

"Shove me harder. Get it all out." 

Joe didn’t want to until Matthew had said that. Incited at being told what to do by an 

employee, Joe checked in at the desk to keep himself from doing what needed to. 

Matthew paced the lobby, shaking, turned on, petrified.

"I’ll go.You stay here," said Joe, gesturing for Matthew to sit with him on a bench that 

looked out a pane of glass onto the rollercoaster drop down Mason Street. He tried to phrase it 
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the way Matthew would say it: "Perhaps it’s best if we entertain the option of not getting 

technically married." 

"Ohthankgod."

"What?"

"That makes me so happy. I don’t want to marry marry you either."

"What?" said Joe.

"Yeah. No, I don’t want to not be with you forever," Matthew said, wanting to rip off his 

shirt, "I just—"

"—don’t need the added pressure."

"Yes. Yes. Exactly. Can we—"

 "—do what we planned on?"

"Yes. Will you ceremony me?" said Matthew. 

"Shit."

"What."

"We’re going to make my dad so happy," said Joe.

"Damn. Do you think you can live with his approval?"

"See you tomorrow night. I’m sorry I lost my temper. Did I hurt you?"

"Not as much as I hurt you," said Matthew, thinking of how sweet grapes taste. He took 

the key card from Joe but couldn't even hold onto that. Joe picked it up. Matthew wondered if 

Joe's utterance which accompanied the gesture—"I love you"—would have happened if not for 

his clumsiness. Perhaps this was why Elizabethans dropped their handkerchiefs. Matthew tasted 

bitter champagne and sweet tobacco on Joe's lips. Orbiting suitcases slowed their roll as the men 
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kissed out their grievances, which took not a short time, delighting an audience of curious 

tourists, vicarious elders, titillated staff. 

 "You smell," Matthew said sweetly. The asthmatic kept his game face while Joe 

squeezed goodbye with his hand and stepped into the dark. Matthew started gasping for air, the 

kiss having taken his breath away—not in the figurative sense. But he refused to let himself fall 

and hit his head as he had on that day on the playground when his first bully had shoved him into 

the life he found himself negotiating.

***

Matthew answered his wake-up-bot after eleven rings, but stayed in bed. If he skipped brunch, 

the stunningly beautiful drag server-performers would be entertainment enough for the three 

parents. But as much as he'd miss seeing his in-laws' skin crawl back to Louisiana, not in a 

thousand thread-count years was Matthew going to leave the trick he had picked up from the 

drugstore last night along with his new inhaler. The man’s name not having been asked or 

offered, Matthew had named him Coder because last night the twink placed his fingers on all the 

right places with the sensitivity of a tire iron. But Matthew nursed a little ache to get his hands on 

his bedmate in the shower this morning, perhaps as a poor substitute for what he'd usually be up 

to now—kneading croissant dough with Joe. Sunlight reached up Coder's plump cheeks with 

such delicacy that it seemed odd that it could have come from such a brutal place as the sun. To 

send his family his morning regrets, Matthew yawned and sent out a text, then a snore. 

A calm ran around the room. Matthew's eyes shot to the bedside clock: 10:56. Coder was 

gone. Damn. He jumped into his clothes and darted downstairs to check out. Matthew hung over 

the front desk for support as he discovered Coder had relieved Matthew of all of his cash. 
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Matthew presented plastic for the two vodkas from the minibar last night, feeling incidental. He 

looked around to see if there was a security cam, and then he smiled, amused to imagine himself 

trying to catch a petty thief on top of everything else on his plate this weekend. He signed his bill 

and took his receipt. 

The clerk’s pleasantry—"Thank you, have a nice day"—went unanswered, as a solution 

to Joe’s problem presented itself to Matthew, who was walking directionless around the lobby. 

Joe had not remembered how he had made the dumplings. But the restaurant’s security cams 

would have seen it! He texted Joe: Honey! Kitchen security cams 2 and 4 might have the right 

view to have recorded you making the dumplings! Check the hard drive in your office. The 

password is—Matthew yelled, "Fuck," at having to write the word "Buster." Someone gasped. 

Of course that had to be the password. He was holding a piece of paper in his hand. A receipt. 

The clerk had said, "Thank you, have a nice day." He hadn’t replied, so he did so now, in 

triumph: "Thank you!" 

The clerk, who was now talking to another person in the same burgundy uniform, 

reflexively opened his palm to hi-sign, "You’re welcome," but lost interest on the follow through. 

A block away, Matthew passed Café Amour's revolving door, ejecting close-trimmed 

beards and blown-out blondes. Matthew did not know how to look better than they, but by God, 

he would drink better. And so, the burgled boy—or unwitting John—applied a bankrupt logic to 

his plight by purchasing two pounds of Kopi Lusaka coffee beans for four-hundred and twenty 

dollars, roughly double the amount Coder Shithead had lifted.

"Isn't that the coffee that comes from cat poop?" the man behind him in line said, holding 

a Chihuahua in his bike helmet. 
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"Yes, I'm worse than cat poop," Matthew said, a few blocks later, as if to Freddy—who 

hadn't replied yet to Matthew's morning texts. He walked past the dolphin fountain, which, he 

was now reading on Wiki, was a replica of the Fontana delle Tartarughe in Rome, except for the 

titular turtles above the men's head garlands. Each body asserted a unique muscle tone and facial 

expression, daylight revealed. Great—even more men hotter than me, Matthew thought and could 

almost hear the boys taunting him in Italian, as if they were Joe's ancestors: Doing the walk of 

shame? Can't get laid without paying for it? Their bronzed gossip followed Matthew across the 

street to the hulking cathedral's courtyard maze. Dicks. About to text Joe a second time this 

morning and Freddy a seventh, Matthew killed his phone. He walked between the maze's 

cemented stones. Tourists' cameras tracked his first turn in the labyrinth, and Matthew 

remembered what it was like to stand in an Ed Hardy t-shirt in front of his high school drama 

class, everyone older by two years at least. On this particular day, the first day of the school year, 

Matthew was invited to take the stage with another kid with no other direction from their teacher 

than to "take the stage and feel it out." They performed a perhaps excruciating comment on 

adolescent insouciance for five minutes while, in the audience, sneakers squeaked the floor, 

mouths coughed up boredom, a clock tocked. The point of the lesson, his teacher finally said, 

was to "feel comfortable being authentically yourself in front of an audience. The audience wants 

to see you. Don’t think about them. They do not want to see you seeing them." Swell, Matthew 

had thought at the time, with that knowledge, I could have q-tipped my ear or conducted a 

funeral for a lost mitten—what a colossal waste of time. But had it been? Matthew thought, 

turning a corner and zeroing in on the heart of the maze. That sensation of nakedness had 

become an unshedable memory. The tourists: why should he think about them? What were they 
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to him? He arrived in the maze's center box—that was too easy. Everything came too easily 

when you were smart. A family had now started the labyrinth. A real family: mom, dad, daughter, 

son. How odd it must have been to have been a Californian, in 2008, and to have had these 

parents, perhaps, voting to take away his right to marry. The family was saying things of 

profound stupidity—happily freezing in colorful shorts, headbands, buttoned shirts. He 

recognized a symptom for which he had no specific diagnosis: a profound shame. Thousands, 

millions of people even, had died waiting to get gay-married, and here Joe and he were—

rescinding their chance to be pioneers. Hard to know if this was a time to be intellectual or 

emotional, hard or soft, selfish or gregarious. What is marriage? An outward sign of an inward 

seal, consecrated by Christ is what he learned in catechism class. But Matthew was feeling his 

drama teacher’s words more: "Feel comfortable being authentically yourself in front of an 

audience. The audience wants to see you playing yourself. They do not want to see you 

pandering to them." Perhaps he could think of their giving the heave-ho to marriage not as a 

backing down but as a replacing of uniformity with originality. Either the couple could miscast 

themselves in roles designed for opposite genders, or make their own script. He considered the 

parents' view. If married, the onlooker’s experiences would be thrust onto the Joe and Matthew, 

but take away a marriage contract, the tables were turned, weren’t they? The couple could be in 

charge of sharing with their audience a particular window into their own private world. If 

marriage was sacrifice, commitment was generosity. 

Mommy must be past wanting a hug, Matthew thought. She would be at Ghirardelli 

Square by now. He almost skipped down the hill to the Marina. Joe texted, finally, that he was 

alive and cooking, and Matthew related this to his guests when he found them sipping hot 
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chocolate on the faux-piazza. They had nothing to say about Joe’s absence. Matthew took up the 

role of tour guide. In mixed company, Joe's parents seemed as nice as serial killers. Matthew 

upgraded the itinerary, taking the trio to the Ferry Building (cupcakes) instead of Cliff House 

(crowded), Pier Twenty-Four Photography (solace) instead of Alcatraz (solitude), the Ferry to 

Sausalito (quaint) instead of Oakland (quotidian), and, at last, dinner at Serpentine (austere) 

instead of Zuni (audacious), where Matthew threw back a Long Island Iced Tea. Just as he had 

remembered to remember Joe, his mom brought up the subject: "Once, when Joey was in first 

grade his father had found a wallet on the golf course. He saw his daddy put the wallet in a post 

office box, explaining that you could do that. A few weeks later, he decided he liked this girl 

Frederica so much he helped me bake her a cupcake for her birthday. On the way to school, he, 

naturally, placed it carefully in the post office mailbox! He was so surprised when she didn’t get 

it! 'But it worked for daddy!' he said. Oh, Joe was always sure that the world was out to get him 

one way or another, poor thing." The next story, and the one after that, and so on ripened with the 

day. Matthew saw his family's faces change facing San Francisco's offerings during the 

afternoon, the Pacific's calm or the imminent wedding or the sun angle or some angel had 

brought out a blithe candor among his guests. Soon, confessions were made between Matthew's 

mother ("You had sex when you were 13?!") and son ("I was a breech birth?"), and the same 

thing happened between Joe's mother ("I’ve been putting spinach in your smoothie for fifteen 

years!") and her husband ("I killed a civilian in the Gulf War.").

***

The triumphant tour guide, having held in his bladder since depositing his guests at their hotel, 

arrived home to find the front door bolted. Riverdancing, Matthew finally found the seldom-used 
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key on the ring. He ran to the toilet and then showered off Coder Shithead from the hotel and the 

rest of the last forty-eight hours, and went downstairs to start over his life with pancakes. 182 

grams of flour, 47 grams of caster sugar, 43 grams of baking powder, 57 grams of butter, half a 

vanilla bean, 148 grams of milk, 52 grams of cream, 2 large eggs. The result: B+ taste, B+ look, 

A+ texture. He threw them all out. He drank an Eskimo 5 IPA. Take two. He threw the 

ingredients together by feel and told the scale to shut the hell up. The result? A+ taste, B look, A- 

texture. The criteria in both batches yielded the same average grade: A-. 

To keep the pancakes warm for his almost-hubby (1,072 minutes until the wedding!), 

Matthew turned the oven on low. Then, remembering that Joe's wedding suit had fit a bit tight at 

Nordstrom, he only threw in two, which reminded Matthew he needed to iron his own damn suit 

so he needed another drink. "If I were an iron, where would—?" he said, as if talking to Buster. 

He siphoned out a glass of boxed merlot. The entryway looked bare. On the console was their 

wedding license. Joe had filled in his name under "Groom A." Joe had finally thrown away 

Buster's leash. Doggie treats, too. Tennis ball. The chewed-up tiger princess. Matthew checked 

the kitchen junk drawer for the dog-tag. It was still there—waiting for the taxidermist to finish 

the job so it could be reunited around the neck it had once labelled. That Joe had still saved the 

tag felt like a relief for some reason. Then it didn’t. It didn’t at all. It was one thing to feel bad 

about something, and then there was accepting that it had actually, irrevocably occurred. Buster 

had died on Matthew’s watch. This was no clear-cut dead-dog Old Yeller. No hero, no villain, no 

Gobstopper to make everything fair in the end. Matthew had offered silence as a signal of his 

shame for the lethal accident. That had not been enough. But to ask for forgiveness would have 

been too much. That gift was at the mourner’s prerogative. And Matthew feared that had he 
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asked it might not have been granted. Or, worse, if granted, it would have been a lie. 

The door handle jiggled and Joe cursed. Matthew squeaked with delight, quickly undoing 

the top lock and opening the door. "So? Like … how did it go?" Matthew said, an eight-year-old 

girl playing house.

Marian-style, Joe paused for effect. "—Stellar! Unbelievable! People were through the 

roof for the wontons. Thank God. I checked the security cam footage and I pieced it together—

shrimp paste! That was the missing ingredient! I fucking love you so much. Can we—I think we 

should—I want to get married for real. The whole hog." Joe threw his backpack down and they 

danced like seasick Muppets until Joe and his bloodshot eyes collapsed on the couch. 

"I made some pancakes for you, but…"

"Yeah, no thanks, I'm beat," Joe said, drifting off, "And you can't cook." Joe snapped 

himself back awake, realizing he had felt his lips moving as he said, "You can’t cook," which 

meant he hadn’t dreamt it. Fuck. He pretended that the thought wasn’t yet complete: "—you can't 

cook pancakes fresh again, you know?"

"I understand you completely," Matthew said. It was as if his body had been taken from 

time. He was floating above his life, because this couldn’t be his—about to marry a man he loved

—lawfully—who hated how Matthew did his job. Matthew needed more. Or just something. A 

marker of good will. "I want to be Groom A."

"What?’

"I want to be Groom A."

"You are my Groom A," Joe said, smiling and touching Matthew’s ass. 

"Stop that."
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"What’s wrong with you?"

"On the license," Matthew said.

"That? It doesn’t matter it’s just a piece of paper."

"Then if it doesn’t matter, I’ll be Groom A. That’s settled."

Joe was silent but not resigned. "Let’s talk about it tomorrow."

"It’s bad luck for the wife to see the husband before the wedding. Or is it the other way 

around?" 

"What are we talking about here?" said Joe.

"I don’t just want to be your wife."

"Somebody has to be."

"Fine. You’re it." He put his finger to the side of his nose—the levity brandished to grab 

the argument’s steering wheel.

"Funny. Honey, I’m so tired. I’m just dead. What's deader than dead?"

"No one more than you, sweetie," said Matthew. He went to the bathroom and took a hit 

of inhaler. He looked in the mirror, except instead of a quick scan, like touching second base 

while circling the diamond, Matthew lingered—eyes dead, cheeks slack, jaw set—putting no 

face on his face. The chewed up tiger princess found Joe snoring in bed, equal parts fat and 

muscle curved into mountains, valleys, baby pink nipples, thick black ferns of fur, long, thick 

fingers, a sideways lounging cock bisecting a thigh so substantial in size, definition, and 

character one could almost give it its own name, the underside of his belly in a curved smile 

above. Matthew handcuffed him to the bedposts and began.

All through the night, the oven continued to cook the sugar-sprinkled pancakes until 
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scorched to the core.

***

A dim grey snuck in through the blind’s cracks. Matthew rubbed his skin, still sensitive and 

pliable from last night. He picked up the wedding license from the coffee table and put it on top 

of Joe’s duffle which made him sweat, or was it the oven? The Fucking Fucking Asshole Bastard, 

Matthew now called himself, and he turned the stove off. He loaded the car with a duffle and a 

backpack of gear: extra shirts in case it got hot, the rings, checks for the venders, hard copies 

with directions to the reception. He drove down to Subrosa Coffee. Joe, Groom A—wiped out 

from his double yesterday—just had to wake up, get dressed, call an Uber, and arrive at Paradise 

Grove Park—the closest venue they could find to their beloved Muir Woods—by two o’clock. 

The café shouldn't have been locked, according to the hours displayed on a typewritten 

index card from inside the door's window.

"How come you are so late, buddy boy?" flew at him from the right. Sitting on the 

doorway of Broken Guitars—the entrance door was inset between two display windows on either 

side—was a woman in full makeup with a scrunchied pony tail hanging over her left ear. She 

aimed the butt of her cigarette at the pavement.

Do I know you? Matthew wanted to ask. 

"Says six a.m., and I’ve got six-ten. Your aunty is stunk. Damn I gotta get some caffeine," 

hollering the last syllable as if still shouting over techno at the Liege Spirit Lounge.

To sidestep the mistaken identity convo, Matthew circled the block. A two story 

bungalow in lime green with a pumpkin-orange door, a coiffed lawn with circular flowerbeds, 

pot peek-a-boo-ing through a backyard trellis, a yard overgrown to the point of defiance, a never-
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closed coin-op car wash, a black fingernail jabbed his arm.

"Easy there. Just me, Matt," his barista said, joining Matthew's stride in a tight T and 

skinny jeans—an all-black ensemble until Matthew’s furtive down-glance reached the white 

converse stripes meeting sidewalk. He was carrying two plastic bags, probably from the Valero 

Station store. 

"Oh, sorry. You frightened me." Then, stretching it out like yawn, Matthew said, "Hey," 

flirting with the painted nails' maybe-so-ness. "Since we're on a first-name basis, it's Matthew. 

What's your—?"

"Sorry, dude. Got it," the barista said, "Matthew. Matthew, Matthew, Matthew." Each 

iteration of the name earned more vocal harassment—probably the goth's way of saying that his 

nail color was more about fucking The Man than fucking men. "I had to buy non-vegan milk. 

Bougies. Someone left the fridge open overnight. Yesterday was cray-cray. Did you hear what 

happened?" the barista said, unlocking the door. Matthew didn't react. "Mocha today?"

"Nah, just a cap," and Matthew quickly added, "Oat milk."

The barista took the negative response to mean that Matthew wanted a different drink and 

that he hadn't heard the gossip, too. "Dude." He thudded the knockbox, hammering out crusted 

grounds. "You know Jill?"

"No, I can't say I—"

"Lives up like a block or two. In here all the time with her dog." The grinder roared over 

his voice in places: "She…Rolf into…yesterday morning…was like …leash broke…fucking 

Google Commuter Bus…on purpose…I’m sure of it." The grinder stopped. Meanwhile, Matthew 

was staring at a miniature ice plant that had an outer-space quality, housed in an oblong ceramic 
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pot, glazed a shiny copper-green.

"What do you think?" said the barista, pulling the shot.

Matthew said what Joe would say when a waiter asked when a dish would be ready 

already—"Eh. Accidents happen." To retest his gay-dar, Matthew said, "I'm getting married 

today!"

"Who's the lucky girl?" said the barista, failing the exam.

"Leslie Howard," Matthew said.

A text sprung up from Freddy. Hey, just confirming. I'll be at your wedding, kiddo

Awesome! Sounds gr8, Matthew typed.

Been up all nite

Me 2! U r rite about angry sex—so hottt

Oh, gosh—are you ok?

You should see the other guy. Gotta go. Expresso is ready

If you ever spell it that way again I'll skip your wedding rehearsal dinner

LOL I see what you did there

By way of apologizing for muffing his name, the barista announced his drink even 

though Matthew was the only customer. "Cap oat milk for Matthew!" He took the drink from 

whatshisname, who looked so disarmingly kissable, probably still thinking about the run-over 

dog—the pouty Cub Scout look straight men get when it’s too late to play superhero. 

"On the house, Romeo," the barista said with a slutty wink.

Matthew didn’t know how to react so he moved towards the café door and froze, just as 

he had at home—too scared to get his backpack from his prof. He turned around, as he should 
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have done that evening to make things right, to thank a human who had given him a kindness—

not a ride, but a drink, and a come on. He decided to give a stranger in the present something he 

had failed to give to Joe in the past—warmth from the searing pain that had come with the loss 

of a canine. Matthew rubbed his server’s shoulder. "I'm so sorry for your loss," he said, using a 

stranger as a spousal proxy, already acting like a married man, showing to anyone else but their 

spouse their love for their spouse. Matthew sang "Cheer up, Charlie," in his head as he headed 

out while his cigarette friend and another customer headed in. Matthew thought of his drama 

teacher again: "The audience wants to see you being your authentic self." Hell, Matthew thought, 

I’m going to do something weird, and he sang, "Cheer up, Charlie, don’t make a frown," out loud 

to the barista as he left. It was the good kind of weird, judging from the smiles. Matthew had 

been on the receiving end, for better and for worse, of an East Bay resident treating a stranger on 

the street as if a family member in their living room, but now he was the inciter of social 

disarray. He loved how awful it made him feel.

***

"Fuck a duck," said Matthew. The fog in Paradise Beach Park had resized the sun from a quarter 

to a dime. His mom was adjusting his tie in the parking lot. 1:47—past the time of day both the 

sunshine and Freddy were due to arrive. Matthew shouted at the fog—too far for his guests to 

hear, but two fishermen on the pier sitting on their coolers turned around in unison, and a 

downwind dog dropped his frisbee and started yowling, too. 

"Shut up, Matthew," his mom said. "It’s a lovely day. Look at those flowers. Your florist 

is a genius! No one's going to miss seeing the sky. Joe’s parents certainly did not skimp." 

Matthew fished out his inhaler.
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"What do you think of Joe, Mom?" He huffed his medicine. 

Her face looked blank, and finally, she said—gently jostling his shoulders with each 

syllable—"Ve-ry tal-ent-ed." No, her face was not blank so much as holding too much of 

everything to be anything in particular—happy, sad, concerned, resigned, confused, maybe 

powerless. "Honey, you’ve got some dandruff." She brushed his right shoulder. 

"Mom!"

"Well if it isn’t Mrs. Matthew Ferretti!" said Owen, running up in pea-green shorts. 

Matthew let a moment pass—an unsaid but nonetheless understood "asshole"—before 

saying, "I’m not changing my last name, Owen." 

"Owen! Is that you?" said Matthew's Mom, bubbly. But then her cheeks erased their color 

as she recalled her son’s freshman year when Owen, then a college senior, drove the fourteen-

year-old home from class one day. And stayed—bedroom door closed. Her son was now—and 

apparently had always been, if that's really how these things worked—a "friend of Dorothy." She 

lowered her head and her voice: "You look the same, not a day taller, I mean, older. Please find a 

seat."

"Mother! He's not invited," Matthew said at the same time as Owen said, "Just a person 

being a person in a public park." Then Owen said with pouty lips, "How's Freddy doing?" 

"Been better," said Matthew.

"I bet," Owen said. "Mrs. McCoochoo—"

Matthew said, "McCutcheon!"

"Gesundheit. Mrs. McCushion, I wish you could see Matthew and Freddy at our—special 

men's running club. Like a four-legged animal, Freddy and Matthew! Poor Freddy."
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"No, Owen. I meant he was let go from Sideboard."

"Oh, ho, ho! Jettisoned from both the restaurant and your heart? Rough," said Owen.

"What?" said Matthew.

"C'mon. Everyone knows about you and Freddy," said Owen, brow crumpled but mouth 

smiling. "Except maybe you?"

Stop in the name of love it looked like: Helene flashed her palm—Five minutes.

Owen continued, "Matthew, don't look at me like I killed your dog."

Matthew's mom said, "Leave my son alone or I will cut you."

"Okrrrr, Mommy Dearest!" Owen said, running away. "Bye, Matthew—break a penis!"

Matthew looked at his mom and said, "I will cut you?" The edges of his mouth curled.

"I heard it on Joley and Clancy. That boy. I just—never mind him, honey. Put him clean 

out of your mind." She adjusted his lapel. "After the ceremony, will you introduce me to your 

florist?" She pulled his tie taut in a joke-choke, meaning, You'll get out alive if you say yes.

"Fine."

She cut her son loose and said, "Lovely," patting his tie.

Though the seating plan was open, Matthew nevertheless examined which side—

traditionally speaking—each guest had chosen: bride or groom. Inconclusive data. No way to 

know how a guest might assume the role each man had assumed. Too many variables to know 

who was rooting for whom. A relative’s kids were running through the rows yelling, 

"Chickenbutt." His mom was right about the flowers. Unlike most weddings, where 

arrangements popped up in certain places like fireworks, from this distance, Matthew could trace 

a line with his finger—with occasional breaks for rows and other passageways—beginning with 
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the African daisies and pastel carnations along the backs of the last row of chairs, sunflowers and 

burnt orange zinnias circling up the main aisle to the red roses, golden bougainvillea, and azure 

forget-me-nots decorating the arbor over a snow-blanket of alyssum. Then the stream of color 

made the same path around the other side. Where the vows would be exchanged up front, 

artificial leaves decorated the ground in luxurious shades of purple, burnt orange, bright yellow. 

Candy corn colors. God was he hungry. Dark red hair he saw—Monique had shown! No. He 

noticed the bun. It was Helene briefing the bagpiper.

"Those flowers, though. Mooshoo, your florist makes it look so natural, I mean, as if 

could have occurred all by itself."

"Right, organic. A chef tries to do the same thing with food—create a taste that’s familiar 

but compelling." 

She hummed in vehement agreement.

"Making various ingredients seem like they’ve always meant to be together when, really, 

it’s an artificial construct." He thought, What was life going to do with him? 

"Mooshoo—marrying a mucky-muck! My brilliant son," she exclaimed. 

"Mom? A favor. Ixnay the oo-shoo-may today." Oh, her expression he figured out, 

finally: abandonment. Her lips looked like a child's—holding in helium, as if what she needed to 

say next existed in a language known only to Martians. 

"But you’re my baby," she said. 

Peace. Helene signed two minutes at them.  

"Mommy, take your seat before I ruin my mascara," Matthew said, kissing his favorite 

extra-terrestrial on the cheek and nudging her towards her seat.
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Matthew brushed off his pants and checked his Mickey Mouse cufflinks, remembering 

(of all things) a celebrity—Sally Anne Something—saying in an interview that playing a Roman 

in First Century BC on television vexed her: what did lead-flavored beef taste like? Were there 

towel boys for orgies, like ball boys for tennis? How do you poop with a tunic on? She was 

unsure how to play such a creature, and on the first day of shooting, she was so tense that she just 

said the hell with it and played her scene like a Martian—divesting herself wholesale of anything 

Earthling-related: religious beliefs, gadgets, the Electric Slide, everything—and then her 

character fell right into an Emmy. 

One minute left. Things you could do in one minute: sing the chorus to "Once Upon a 

Dream," pick a deity and cast your first prayer, run twenty feet each way to the pier and back, 

recite the table of elements, run forty feet to the street and hitchhike to grad school, chew a blade 

of grass. 

"GI Joe?" Helene said to Joe. "You good?"

Joe was seated in front of the congregants but way off to the side in one of two folding 

chairs. (To participate in the wedding, Joe's father neither offered nor, for that matter, was 

solicited, for he had, in a sense, given away his son long ago—or given up on.) "All good, 

Helene," he said. She namasted him and went back to herding the guests. Only five chairs were 

empty. His thoughts went from the good turnout to the damage the reception’s bar tab would do 

to his dad’s savings. Above, a giant, grey army blanket was still strangling out the sky. Not to 

compare his life to a sky—that would be stupid—but the perma-spring did torture Joe to a 

degree, it really did, its casual beauty, sometimes, the clouds always running for the hills. 

Different from the fat cumulus suckers over the Gulf. When he had first moved to SF, he put in 
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70-hour workweeks, but stress had no currency here the way it does in the South or New York or 

China. You voice indignation here and you just got a wad of weed lobbed in your face: chill 

dude, his friends said. Inside, missing perfect day after perfect day while cooking his ass off for 

Marian, he could get himself worked up so angry he could cry if he had been raised different. 

Meanwhile, the sky whispered coolly: lay on the grass, read, hike the Presidio, bike the 

Embarcadero, get blown by a pent-up Mormon, be good to yourself. The sky was an asshole. He 

couldn't do them all at once, anyway, strangle all these pleasures to death. Maybe that's why 

malcontents jumped off the Golden Gate—to shoot, if just for a moment, into the totality of the 

landscape's grandeur, at last. But Joe had resisted the temptation to idle under the sky's lazy 

warmth—he was living his dream, right?—working his ass off to manufacture the kind of happy 

ending he wanted, deserved, earned, and had now conquered: a career on the rise, crazy-good sex 

life, and now a brilliant, docile husband, finally trained. Although last night, handcuffing Joe in 

bed, that was off. Joe smiled without his teeth. Matthew had seemed to be someone else then, or 

maybe finally himself. It was hard to not be in control, mainly afterwards, getting spooned from 

behind, for a change, if enjoyable, in the few seconds Joe did let himself go, though he’d never 

admit that out loud, hardly even now to his own mind. 

"Go time," said the minister, taking his designated seat next to Joe, who fished in his 

slacks pocket for the ring. Something else came out with it: a plastic bag with a dog-tag. Oh, 

Buster’s. And a post-it: "I’m sorry." Classic Matthew move, to smuggle something into his 

pocket. Like the sky, Matthew was too nice, too beautiful, and yet it took him how long now to 

accept responsibility? But, other than that, how much more lovely a person could Joe have 

picked? 
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"You serve?" said the minister, pointing at the dog tag with a quick tip up of his chin.

"Oh, God, no. Sorry—gosh. My dog’s." Joe put the ring in his outer breast pocket and the 

tags in the inner one.

"What kind?"

"Dead. Sorry, Cocker spaniel, but, well, Matthew put it in my suit without telling me." He 

looked at the tag, thinking, in a similar fog, of their hike in Marin. "God, how I loved him," said 

Joe. 

"You mean the dog?"

"Buster? No, I was thinking of—but, yeah I loved Buster, too."

"Oh, I was confused because—never mind." 

"What?"

"Nothing."

"Now you have to say it."

"It’s just—you said, 'God how I loved him.' Past tense."

"No, I—"

"I heard you wrong. I’m sure I heard you wrong."

"Do you have a pen I can borrow?" said Joe.

Joe’s father rose from his place in the front and walked down the center aisle towards 

Matthew like an approaching battleship. A few heads turned around from the audience. 

"Matt," said Joe’s father, "what you lack in femininity you sure make up for in character. 

The more I seem to say this weekend, the more I seem to be putting my foot in it, so I’ll just 

hand you this and leave it there." He gave Matthew an unmarked business envelope.
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"Thank you Dad."

"I think we both probably prefer 'Sir.'"

Matthew nodded. Joe’s father headed back to his seat. Well, that was nice, thought 

Matthew. Despite the man’s displeasure at their changing the ceremony to a wedding, he had 

decided to give them their gift after all. 

Matthew put it in his breast pocket. 

Fire Alarm.

No, thought Matthew, bagpipes—the procession had begun. Matthew walked the aisle. 

He had dreamed of step-touching his whole life and practiced it at home in middle school and 

even did it at the wedding rehearsal, but now he conformed to what his suit seemed to urge him 

to do—walk. He felt deliciously naughty.

The bagpipe deflated as his toes faced Joe’s. Matthew in sage and Joe in peacock, the 

grooms gleamed in their Brooks Brothers suits, barefoot. “Anyone got cold feet?" said the 

minister. Fernando and Argo sang "For Good"—disco-style; in see-through lace, Booboo Banana 

recited a sonnet about bearing out to the end of doom; Joe's mom turned over the sand-timer in 

fuchsia gloves bought specifically for their traction; Matthew's mom recited a speech that 

squashes music, food, love, play, fullness, and joy into the first line; and Greg recited a beatitude 

he had memorized incorrectly: "Blessed are those who are hungry, for they shall inherit the dirt."

Robins chirping in the pine trees' opera boxes looked down at Matthew’s shaking hand 

holding the vows he had written. When the guests started to look around in panic, the officiant 

cleared his throat to begin his "take-thee" prompt, but suddenly Matthew thought, "I'm a 

Martian!" and began his recitation.
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Joe felt like a stick of butter on the range. No—an egg cracked open. Had anyone said 

they had loved him, was proud of him, could forgive him in spite of his faults before—ever? 

"Forever," Matthew, as if in answer, had just decreed. 

Now it was Joe's turn to pause the ceremony, but only slightly in his shame at choosing 

standard-issue vows. "I take thee, Matthew…" 

Matthew took umbrage at the lack of originality. He almost giggled—what had he 

expected? But now, the sincere lull of his man's bass started to prove—point by point—why this 

verse of contradictions "…for richer and for poorer…" was such an apt frame not for any 

wedding, "…in sickness and in health…" but specifically for this particular groom: Joe could 

behave horribly, Joe was a genius, Joe was violent, Joe was gentle, Joe was Joe, implacable, his 

own weather system, unfettered by outside forces, and his attractiveness at this moment was 

unbearable—"…to have and to hold…"—yes, to hold Joe’s body as tight as his suit now held 

him, his big, thick curls, the beauty mark on his right cheek. "…to love and to cherish…" And 

now Joe's expression was changing in real time as he touched the dog-tag at his heart and 

winked. He seemed to soften to something close to contrition, perhaps? "…death do us part." 

The water behind him was two-toned: grey with a few bright blue ovals as choice shafts of sun 

were let out on parole. Elemental. Water could stroke you, soak you, satiate you, boil you, dilute 

you, float you, hide you, drown you, blind you in its vapor, or disappear into the air, as the fog 

was doing now, lifted at last. Joe was like that—like water spritzed, his kiss, or the slam of a 

tsunami as he came. Yes, weather he was, unpredictable. Matthew thought of Martians, again, as 

he said, "I do." Maybe Martians were sophisticates and had dozens of words for love, as many as 

the uses of water that had once abandoned their planet. Maybe, Matthew thought, he could not 
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only love Joe, but love loving him, too. 

They exchanged rings (Joe still had a little turmeric staining his fingers), and the men 

took a side-trip to a small card-table draped with a turquoise tablecloth to sign their wedding 

certificate. Joe signed first. Of course he did, Matthew thought, now signing his name. Except—

fuck! He had just ruined everything, Matthew thought, noticing that his signature was over the 

"Groom A" line. They’d have to go back to city hall and get a new card. Shit. But then Matthew 

noticed that Joe had switched their names at the top of the card. Matthew was Groom A. He 

smiled at his wife, Joe, who held up the license like Norma Rae and a surprisingly volcanic cheer

—the kind that happens when ego, youth, and politics converge—roared out of the audience. Joe 

brushed Matthew’s cheek with his rough knuckles. Matthew straightened Joe’s boutonniere and 

they kissed weirdly, softly, like women. Velvet. Then Joe pulled Matthew in for a hug. He went, 

well, not limp exactly, but relaxed—swooning even—into Joe's slight afternoon stink, letting him 

support, for a moment, Matthew's entirety. Joe then picked up Matthew so high that his hair 

grazed the arbor. Another smooch and applause, which might have been going on for some time 

now. The grooms danced down the aisle to "You Make My Dreams Come True" under rice rain.

Matthew spotted Freddy, sitting on a rock at the edge of the glen. He had shown up, even 

though he'd just been sacked and even though his love—according to Owen—was marrying 

another. That was not nothing. That was not nothing at all. Freddy brought up the rear of the 

receiving line, probably not wanting to make too public an appearance with so many employees 

from Sideboard around. 
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There was a little bit of reshuffling of people in vehicles. Matthew’s spreadsheet said that 

Freddy was going to be giving Helene a ride to the reception, but since she was on the 

management team at the restaurant that had just sacked Freddy, Matthew volunteered to ride with 

him to avoid any awkwardness. Freddy’s trunk was filled, so Matthew gently laid his sport coat 

over the top of a cardboard box, covering a monographed letter opener, laminated Sideboard 

menu, and a bus with a cat face from an anime movie that Helene had liked to move around the 

restaurant—hibernating in the host stand or tied with twine to a light fixture or duct-taped to the 

Roomba. Matthew took out the envelope from his blazer that Joe’s father had given. Freddy 

opened the passenger door, and Matthew felt a strange potency in the gesture. No contract bound 

a friend to you.

***

Six cats, two children, three graduate degrees, a divorce, and 152 viewings of Bedknobs and 

Broomsticks later, Matthew is dancing at his wedding to Freddy. Freddy is in his wheelchair, his 

figure still runner-slim. Matthew holds Freddy's hands, or the other way around, and they swing 

arms, do jazz hands, bump elbows, Macarena, everything. Matthew's smile feels as wide as their 

arms are high now, in this, their first dance as a married couple. 

Two martinis later "You Make My Dreams Come True" plays, a joke twenty years in the 

making for his ex and co-parent—Joe. For the first time in a decade, their hands touch, then find 

the designated places on shoulders and waists. Joe's hand—Matthew has forgotten how warm his 

temperature ran—touches the middle of his back, and Matthew giggles.

"What?"

"Nothing." Matthew laughs because Joe doesn’t know that his hand is rubbing a new 
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tattoo. There is some skin sensitivity, but mainly it gives Matthew too much joy not to giggle at 

the thought that he has a permanent scar that hadn’t come from Joe. Just another example of 

getting a little of his own back from the knocks life had dealt. Better now than never. Their eyes 

meet and pull apart and meet and so on—like they had next to Sideboard’s dumpster. Random 

images popped open in Matthew’s mind like a hard drive run amuck: a tricycle at sunset, al dente 

spaghetti on the ceiling, a slice in a watercolor. But no dogs. No dogs at all. Why hadn’t they 

ever had a dog? Oh, thinks Matthew.

As fingers migrated, the quality of the once-upon-a-time couple’s touch unknowingly 

paints a portrait of their marriage: from pliable to steadying, dutiful to clenching harder and 

harder to the now maddening repetition of synthesized voices yelling in falsetto until a final 

release—sweaty—as the music fades out later than it should. Matthew is bruised, again, though 

far less so than as shown in damning police reports a decade ago. The couple now shares the kind 

of high-octane smile that escapes from surviving a shared brush with death. Joe looks radiant 

tonight, so much more so than their awkward do-si-dos the past ten years co-parenting. A 

pathogen only springs alive in what it’s born to kill, Matthew remembers thinking once about the 

HIV inside Freddy, but now thinking about Joe inside him.

The song "Stars in the Sydney Night" starts with the tinkly sound of a mark tree over a 

soupy synthesizer sounding like a string symphony bowing underwater. Then the disco beat 

begins. Perhaps Matthew had subconsciously known how much he'd need to hear this when he 

compiled the playlist. Matthew gyrates in a drug-addled manner through a mass of dancing 

taffeta, scarves, blazers, and black shoes. His movement is too erratic to let in a partner, but not 

crazed enough to warrant an intervention as he nurses a gestating memory from the Pacific-
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Union Club, at the rehearsal dinner of that first wedding, so long ago that it seems more hoax 

than memory. His chair had fallen after he had gotten up to dial Freddy. No. He had first dialed 

Freddy, unduly upset that he—the host—hadn't shown, and Matthew rose to make the phone call 

in the hall. His light wicker chair must have hovered a while before toppling, as if by spirit. Or 

had Joe, in anger, slammed it down? Matthew remembers turning back and seeing Joe eternal, 

that rare glimpse of someone when perhaps they are met at a moment in time that has been 

waiting for them. And yet in that moment touched—no doubt of this—by something sacred, 

Freddy had been there, too, his absence looming larger than Joe’s presence. In fact, Matthew 

realized, Freddy wasn’t exactly absent. Freddy had been there on the phone in his hand. Was it 

too impossible to think that the tsunami of love Matthew had felt at that moment had been 

misattached to Joe's handsome face rather than his bashert's breath warming his palm by proxy? 

Matthew sings along, "Such stories I tell myself when looking at the stars." Hands akimbo, he 

spins and spins. 

***

Matthew and Freddy slammed shut the outside with their car doors and now looked not so much 

at each other but for a place to start. "How are you holding up, Freddy?" Matthew said, clicking 

his seat belt in on the first try."Okay. Not okay. Getting sacked makes you—well, makes me feel 

old. Older than forty-five." But Freddy felt an odd sweetness now—an off-road feeling that 

seemed to evade explanation. Satisfaction was an element in it, having reached a certain goal. He 

had spared Matthew—not at all a fait accompli, the way love at every second pleads to the heart 

to reach up into the voice box—from any sentiment deeper than friendship. Freddy felt not just 

the modest success of restraint, but a validation of character. Matthew would get more familiar 
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with Joe, to the point of annoyance, and that was if the marriage went well. Perhaps the secret to 

friendship’s fermentation laid in the avoidance of daily intimacy’s rancor. 

The Civic moaned as it climbed along Paradise Drive, and Matthew—dear Matthew—did 

Freddy the favor of saying he didn't expect the former employee to attend the ceremony at 

reception. 

"Fucking right I'm not going!" Freddy said, exploding with laughter. Matthew opened the 

envelope in his lap. No card, just a paper with Joe’s father’s signature—his father, too, he would 

have to remember to remember. A check. A dowry. Even for Matthew’s mathematical brain, 

when digits moved to eight places to the left of the decimal, specificity started to blur. The trust. 

Reparations due to Joe—his fortune. Like the one Freddy had lost. And on and on it probably 

went back to the first treasure—perhaps a flower—taken from behind the ear of the first 

homosexual and pulverized by someone’s heel into the ground for the fairy’s own good. 

Matthew thought of what Freddy had said running through the park: "Earthquake! 

Funeral! Tax Day!" and now he thought, "Dumplings! Gay Marriage! Dowry!" reclining his seat 

all the way down. 

Freddy—his mind more in the future than in the present— must have taken a right 

instead of a left on Paradise Drive, he realized now. But this would not be a disaster, Freddy said, 

since the road circled the perimeter of the small peninsula. 

Matthew popped his seat back up and, of course, checked Waze: a ten minute setback. 

Not bad. Dollars clouding his head, Matthew was grateful for a happy accident to bring him back 

down to earth and back to Freddy. The road now led them through a Disney-like Main Street 

with a snow-globe view of San Francisco's problems shrunk to scale across the massive bay, and 
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Matthew couldn’t not ask Freddy to stop so they could join in on the view. 

As they walked to the ferry landing, the choking call of gulls pierced the bucolic 

shorescape. A squabble fought for scraps of bread a girl was flinging onto the shore rocks. One 

bird watched the melee off to the side, his little feet pacing. Freddy and Matthew had reached 

land’s end. "Welcome to Tiberon," Freddy said. Thinking of his professor’s epiphany here, it hit 

Matthew as a kind of rite. The loner bird flew into formation after eating a crumb in solitude 

after the rest had taken wing in the waning amber sun. Matthew idly fingered the strange new 

gold band on his finger while Freddy pointed out Angel Island and past that Alcatraz and past 

that Treasure Island." 

Matthew said, "Heaven! Imprisonment! Adventure!" tightening the band up his finger. 

* * *


